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ABSTRACT

A crucial part in designing a population genetics study is to determine the type and amount of

genetic data required. In the case of analyses that deal with large-scale population processes, or

that focus on some specific candidate genes, sparse genetic data with a high degree of variation

is an option that allows for larger sample sizes. However, to obtain more refined results, such as

estimating the date of an admixture event, or inferring historical changes in population size, the

use of array-based or whole-genome sequencing data is required. Here, I present four studies in

which the density of genetic markers employed vary in accordance to the depth of the analysis,

contributing to the knowledge on the population genetics of Mediterranean populations.

The first survey supports the role of the Mediterranean sea as a historical barrier to gene flow,

making use of three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) located within or around LIN28B,

a gene associated with cancer. One of these markers, rs221639, shows a specially high degree

of variation between Mediterranean populations.

The second article analyzes the presence of a sub-Saharan genetic component in four CAD-

associated genomic regions in Mediterranean populations. This component is more prevalent in

the North African coast, suggesting a more intense sub-Saharan gene flow.

In  the  third  study,  the  use  of  array-based  data  allows  to  refine  previous  estimates  of  the

Sephardic  component  in  current  Iberian  populations.  The  incorporation  of  neighbouring

populations to the analyses shows a gene flow process from the Iberian Peninsula outwards,

reflecting a migration pattern followed by the expelled Sephardic Jews.

Finally,  deep-coverage  whole-genome  sequencing  data  from the  Spanish  Eastern  Pyrenean

population,  combined  with  accurate  genealogical  information,  allows  to  analyze  the

demographic history of this human group with a high degree of detail. Namely, the Spanish

Eastern Pyreneans appear as a distinct group within the Iberian populations, closely related to

the Basques. In addition, this human group presents fine-scale population structure, and it has

undergone  a  historical  isolation  process  involving  a  reduction  of  the  effective  size,  whose

epidemiological  consequence  has  been  a  significant  depletion  of  many  rare  and  highly

deleterious mutations.
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HUMAN POPULATION GENETICS

The demographic and epidemiological history of human populations from the Mediterranean

region has been thoroughly studied historically, although a number of questions remain largely

unresolved. In this work, I present four original research articles in which gradually extensive

genetic data are used to provide insights into this topic.  To give context to these results, the

following introduction summarises important topics on human population genetics, as well as

on the history of the human populations from the Mediterranean region.

Milestones in human population genetics

The modern concept of anthropology as the study of the nature and origins of the different

human populations dates back to the 18th century, although humans have been trying to provide

answers to these questions since the first signs of behavioural modernity: first through legends

and religion, and later with philosophy, history and natural science. The development of human

population genetics – the systematic study of human genetic variation – has proved to be an

invaluable  complement  to  history,  archaeology,  cultural  anthropology,  linguistics  and

palaeoanthropology in the task of unravelling human demographic history. 

Early milestones

There have been a number of milestones in the field of human population genetics, which are

concisely enumerated in Figure 1. The mid-19th century saw the enunciation of the theory of

evolution by Charles Darwin and the discovery of the fundamental laws of genetic inheritance

by Gregor Mendel. In the early 20th century, the integration of these paradigms by Fisher1, and

the formulation of the Hardy-Weinberg  principle2, settled the ground for the development of
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population genetics by Fisher, alongside Haldane and  Wright3. Later on, the discovery of the

nature of  DNA4 and its double-helix  structure5, as well as the invention of DNA sequencing

methods6 and of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)7, allowed for the comparison of genetic

variation between populations through the study of genetic  polymorphisms – DNA loci that

present  two  or  more  variants.  Other  contributions  worth  mentioning  are,  for  example,  the

neutral  theory  of  molecular  evolution8 and  the  development  of  the  coalescent  theory9 (see

Coalescent-based  demographic  analyses).  The  latter  lead  to  important  discoveries,  such  as

finding that  the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of present-day human mitochondria

existed in Africa 200-140 thousand years ago (KYA), thus supporting the African origin of

modern humankind10. 

The  early  study  of  genetic  variation  between  populations  resolved  other  important  human

evolutionary debates. For instance, the general migration patterns in the worldwide dispersion

of humans were inferred through the study of protein polymorphisms mainly from aboriginal

populations11 (Figure  2).  Meanwhile,  the  debatable  concept  of  race  was  debunked  by

recognising a mostly continuous genetic variation across continents with the intra-continental

level  as bearer of most of this variation (based on the allele  distribution of several  sets of

microsatellites,  restriction  fragment  length  polymorphisms  (RFLP),  and  Alu insertions,

genotyped in populations from Asia, Africa and Europe12) (see Types of genetic markers).

Figure 1 (next page). Major milestones in the field of human population genetics  (taken from

Jobling et al., 2013)13.
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Figure  2.  (up)  Times  and  routes  for  the  main

migrations  followed  by  modern  humans.  Founder

effect refers to the loss of genetic diversity and drastic

changes  in  allele  frequencies  that  occur  to  small

migrant  groups  with  respect  to  the  larger  parent

population  (adapted  from  Henn  et  al.,  2012)14,

equivalent  to  the  effect  of  a  population  bottleneck

(left; adapted from Jobling et al., 2013)13.

The Human Genome Project

A genome is the complete DNA sequence of an individual, including both coding and non-

coding  nuclear  and  mitochondrial  DNA.  The  haploid  human  genome  (i.e.  the  genetic

information provided by one parent) has been found to consist of almost 3 billion nucleotide

bases. The first whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of the human genome was carried out as part

of the Human Genome Project (HGP), launched in 1990 by the National Institutes of Health

(NIH) in the United States,  alongside a private initiative by Craig Venter15.  The researchers

involved followed a hierarchical shotgun method16, based on the sequencing technique mainly

used at that time: the Sanger sequencing6. In 2001, a general draft of the human genome was

published  in  two  separated  papers17,18,  claiming  to  have  covered  more  than  96%  of  the

12
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euchromatin.  In  2004,  it  was  announced  that  ~99% of  the  euchromatic  genome had  been

sequenced19.  The  main  legacy  of  the  HGP was  the  creation  of  a  publicly  available  human

reference  genome  sequence  for  the  assembly  of  new  sequence  reads  (see  Advances  in

sequencing  techniques).  The  reference  genome  has  since  been  updated  by  the  Genome

Reference Consortium (GRC) to include several corrections and the closing of most gaps. Since

2013, the official reference is version GRCh38, in which 12 gaps have been recently closed

thanks to the ultralong-read Nanopore sequencing20.

The introduction of high-throughput technologies in the 2000s has revolutionised the study of

human evolution. Before that, the scope of such studies tended to be limited to the analysis of

inter-continental genetic differences, but the use of thousands to millions of genetic markers has

since facilitated the study of population structure, migration, admixture, natural selection, and

even  hybridisation  with  archaic  humans  on  a  sub-continental  level.  For  more  on  these

technologies, see Genotyping arrays and Advances in sequencing techniques.

Genetic databases

The decrease of sequencing and genotyping costs has been key in the creation of large genetic

databases of general human populations. Among the pioneers we could mention the HapMap

project21,  which  sequenced  11  human  groups  of  African,  Asian  and  European  ancestry,

cataloguing  ~6  millions  of  new  SNPs,  as  well  as  the  SNP array-based  Human  Genome

Diversity Project (HGDP)22, which covered 1,043 individuals from 51 world-wide populations.

More  recently,  WGS  data  have  taken  the  lead,  starting  with  the  1000  Genomes  Project

(1000G)23,  which  includes  2,504  low-coverage  genome  sequences  from  26  populations  in

representation of all continents except Oceania. This has been followed by the Simons Genome

Diversity  Project  (SGDP)24 and  the  Estonian  Biocentre  Human  Genome  Diversity  Panel

(EGDP)25, encompassing 300 and 483 high-coverage genomes, respectively, each from more

than 140 world-wide populations.  The two latter  examples show a shift  towards very deep

sequencing of many diverse populations and, even though sample sizes are small, the further

reduction in sequencing costs will presumably allow the increase of sample sizes yet again. 

13
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These  databases  have  been  a source of  samples  for  many demographic studies26,  and have

provided control data to epidemiological ones27. They can also be used as a reference panel for

inferring the haplotypes of unphased data (i.e. "phasing") with programs like Eagle228, as well

as for the imputation of missing variants in more sparse genetic data29. 

Genome browsers store and administer the information produced by international projects such

as HGP, ENCODE or 1000G. They are a useful tool for fast accessing and browsing online

demographic and clinical information about a group of polymorphisms or a genomic region.

Some  examples  are  the  European  Bioinformatics  Institute  (EBI-EMBL)  Ensembl,  and  the

University of California-Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser. Other browsers are provided by

the  NIH's  National  Center  for  Biotechnology  Information  (NCBI):  GenBank,  for  instance,

contains information about entire genes or other sequences, while dbSNP provides information

about single SNPs, and OMIM is a database for Mendelian diseases, just to name a few.

There are genetic databases that also include phenotypic information, such as anthropometric

measurements or disease status. These databases generally allow data access to research groups

upon request. The provided datasets can then be used to increase the statistical power of an

association study. On the other hand, there are repositories of data from association studies that

allow unrestricted access for scientific purposes,  such as Broad Institute's  LD-hub30.  In this

case, to prevent tracking participants from their genetic information, raw data are substituted by

summary statistics obtained in the original association study (usually effect sizes and p-values).

These can be combined with the results of a new study through meta-analysis31.

Figure  3  (next  page).  Samples  included  in  three  public  genetic  databases,  (a)  HGDP,  (b)

HapMap, and (c) 1000G. Populations are represented by circles of area proportional to sample

size.  Circle colour indicates the geographical ancestry of  the samples. A description of  the

1000G population codes is provided in the Appendix (I) (taken from Jobling et al., 2013)13.
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In the last years, very ambitious large-scale projects that include tens of thousands of both case

and control samples from the same population are taking place. One purpose of these studies is

to identify virtually all the rare variants present in a given population, which will allow to

explain the missing heritability for many complex diseases. A recently finished example is the

deCODE project32, which sequenced 2,636 Icelanders to a median depth of 20× to be used as a

reference panel for imputation on another 104,220 chip-typed Icelandic samples. Interestingly,

the whole set of samples accounts for a 35.47% of Iceland's native population (293,858 as of

2018, according to the National Statistical Institute of Iceland – https://statice.is/).

Bioinformatics

Finally, it is important to point out the pivotal role of bioinformatics in the recent advances of

human population genetics. The analysis of  massive amounts of genetic data produced by high-

throughput techniques implies high levels of computational complexity, making  the adoption

of computational approaches necessary in order to conduct the research within a reasonable

period of time. 

For instance, the alignment of sequence reads to the reference genome sequence is executed by

the use of  specialised software such as the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA)33. Then, variant

calling – determination of  the  most  probable genotype at  each  locus – is  performed using

software packages such as SAMtools34 (Figure 4). In order to efficiently explore and modify

large genotype datasets, there are programs like VCFtools35 and PLINK36, as well as UNIX-

environment commands like awk or grep.

For statistical  analysis  of  omics  data,  R is a popular  programming language that  allows to

quickly perform a wide variety of tests and easily  customise plots for the visualisation of the

results.  R  further  provides  a  flexible  framework  in  which  bioinformaticians  develop  new

packages that can be shared with the research community.

There is also a whole variety of specialised software that implements state-of-the-art methods

for genetic analysis, such as ADMIXTURE37 (see Applications of human genetic data). Most of

these programs require to be run in a command-line interpreter, or even on a remote computer

16
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cluster when the analyses demand high computing resources. Coding  ad hoc scripts in high-

level programming languages, such as Python and Perl, is customary when specialised software

for  the  task  in  question  does  not  exist.  The  different  programs  and scripts  needed for  the

analysis of a dataset can be efficiently organised in a pipeline using UNIX commands.

Figure 4. Visualisation of the sequence reads mapped to a section of the reference genome

sequence using SAMtools. The first line shows the genome coordinates, the second line shows

the reference sequence,  and the third line shows the consensus sequence inferred from the

aligned reads, which are shown along the following lines. Positions containing a dot indicate a

match to the reference sequence, while an A, C, G or T indicate the potential presence of an

alternate allele in the read. In each line, two different reads are separated by empty positions.

In this case,  the consensus sequence matches the reference sequence entirely, since the low

number  of  observed  alternate  alleles  in  some  positions  do  not  conclusively  suggest  the

existence of a polymorphism (taken from Cerami, 2013)38.

17
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Human genetic variation

Early sequencing techniques allowed population geneticists to gradually shift from the use of

anthropometric measures and blood protein groups (which act as proxies of genetic variation) to

the direct observation of DNA polymorphisms. Along the next sections, I present i)a summary

of  some  important  types  of  genetic  variation,  ii)a  description  of  the  main  high-throughput

genotyping  techniques  currently  used,  and  iii)an  introduction  to  neutral  and  non-neutral

variation. 

Types of genetic markers

A single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is a genomic position in which at least two of the

possible four nitrogenous bases occur within a population39. SNPs are the most commonly used

genetic  markers  nowadays,  and the  most  abundant:  out  of  the  88  million  polymorphisms

identified in the human genome by the 1000G23, 84.7 million are SNPs. From these, only ~8

million are considered common – i.e. they have a minor allele frequency (MAF) >5%. Thanks

to the development of high-throughput techniques, which have dedicated sections ahead, it is

now customary to analyse large numbers of genome-wide distributed SNPs in order to achieve

high discriminant power. This is important in population genetics studies, as it allows to find

differences between closely related groups. SNPs also have an important role in the study of the

heritability of  complex diseases,  since their  predominance makes them suitable tags  of risk

factors spread across the whole genome.

Structural  variants  are  another  group of  polymorphisms that  collectively affect  ~20 million

bases in a typical human genome23. These include: large indels, consisting in the presence or

absence  of  a  nucleotide  sequence  in  relation  to  the  ancestral  state;  copy-number  variants

(CNVs),  formed by copies  of  genomic  sections in  tandem; transposable elements  (e.g.  Alu

elements), which are sequences that can change their location within the genome as well as

make copies of themselves; nuclear mitochondrial DNA segments (NUMTs); and chromosomal

inversions.

18
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Before  the  popularisation  of  high-throughput  techniques, population  genetics  typically

employed low numbers of genetic markers, some of which showed high polymorphic levels. An

instance of these classic markers are short tandem repeats (STR), also known as microsatellites.

A STR consists on a short motif of 1-7 base pairs (bp) repeated in tandem a variable number of

times. The abundance of STRs, and their high polymorphism and heterozygosity, are among the

reasons that they are extensively used in forensics: a group of just 13 of these loci conforms a

unique genetic fingerprint of a person40.

Finally, the non-recombinant fraction of the Y chromosome and the mitochondrial DNA have

also been widely used in population genetics,  due to their  relatively manageable size,  high

degree of polymorphism, and the fact that they follow a patrilineal and matrilineal pattern of

inheritance, respectively, which can provide information about the sex bias involved in gene

flow41. Different haplogroups are classified according to variation of STRs and SNPs.

Genotyping arrays

SNP genotyping arrays, also known as genotyping chips, allow the profiling of samples for

common variation while saving part of the costs of sequencing a whole genome. A typical array

consists  in  a  solid  surface  that  contains,  for  each  SNP  of  interest,  an  allele-specific

oligonucleotide cluster (Figure 5). Custom arrays are also designed to genotype SNPs for which

significant  or  suggestive  association  with  a  specific  trait  has  been  proposed.  This  way,

researchers  can  aim  to  replicate  significant  findings  and  test  for  association  at  promising

variants42.

Figure 5 (next page). Example of the working mechanism of a genotyping array10. In this case,

the  oligonucleotides  are  attached  to  beads.  Upon annealing of  the  amplified  DNA regions

(WGA: whole-genome amplification) with their complementary primers, each cluster produces

a characteristic fluorescent signal according to the genotype of the sample (taken from Jobling

et al., 2013)13.
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Ascertainment bias

The  design  of  genotyping  arrays  has  an  intrinsic  problem,  known  as  ascertainment  bias,

operating  on  several  levels.  The  insufficient  coverage  with  which  the  target  population  is

originally sequenced causes many variants in each individual to not be captured. Since rare

variants have less chances than common ones of being "called" in at least one individual43, this

results in a systematic deviation of the distribution of MAFs in a population, also known as site

frequency spectrum (SFS), towards alleles of intermediate frequency44 (Figure 6). This poses a

problem for methods that use the SFS to infer demographic history, as well as for genome-wide

association studies (GWAS) due to the important role that rare variants take in the heritability of

many traits. Secondly, genotyping arrays are strongly biased towards capturing variation and

disease-linked variants in populations of European ancestry,  since those are the populations

where  the SNPs that are covered by the majority of arrays have been ascertained. Therefore,

they fail to capture variation specific to populations from other continents45. This can lead to

mis-estimates  of heterozygosity  rates46 and effective population size (Ne)47,  problems in the

inference of population structure48, and cause missing heritability in GWAS.

Figure 6. Comparison of the resulting SFS of 19 African Americans employing either chip or

WGS data. Chip data has a clear deficiency of  rare variants and an excess  of  variants of

intermediate frequencies (taken from Albrechtsen et al., 2010)49. 
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Some initiatives have contributed to palliate the ascertainment bias through the design of arrays

for genotyping SNP variation that has been carefully ascertained in different world populations,

like the Affymetrix Human Origins array50 and the African Genome Variation Project51.

Advances in sequencing techniques

The  number  of  SNPs  that  can  be  genotyped  with  array  technologies  has  increased

simultaneously  with  a  reduction  of  the  price  per  sample.  Nevertheless,  since  technological

advances have also lowered sequencing costs, many studies are shifting towards the use of

WGS data, as this provides information on population-specific low-frequency variants. 

Next-generation sequencing

Sequencing  methods have  advanced  substantially  since  the  completion  of  the  HGP.  Next-

generation sequencing (NGS) technologies  are  characterized by a  PCR amplification phase

followed by  the  sequencing  of  millions  of  DNA fragments  (reads)  in  parallel52.  The  basic

workflow of the most used NGS method, Illumina dye sequencing53, is outlined in Box 1. NGS

dramatically increased sequencing speed, which also led to a fast decrease of the cost per base54.

Still, high-coverage NGS remains more expensive than genotyping arrays, which constitutes a

problem particularly when large sample sizes are required (see  GWAS). However, performing

ultra-low  (0.1-0.5×)  or  low-coverage  (1×)  WGS  is  now  cheaper  than  chip-genotyping.

Furthermore, ultra-low and low-coverage WGS are almost as powerful as genotyping arrays in

capturing common and low-frequency (1-5%) SNPs55,56.

On the other  hand,  NGS has the trade-off of producing smaller  reads to work with,  which

makes  their  alignment  more  difficult57.  They  also  present  higher  error  rates  than  previous

techniques58. However, these problems can be addressed by increasing the mean coverage of the

sequenced regions,  and the existence of  a human reference genome helps to then align the

multiple  reads  in  the  proper  order.  In  addition,  error  modelling  methods  can  improve  the

accuracy of genotype calling, thus reducing the number of false-positive variant calls59.
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Box  1.  Illumina  dye  sequencing.
DNA fragments are trimmed until
their  desired  length  is  reached
(200-800 bases), and adapters are
added to the ends.  The denatured
strands are loaded into one of the
lanes  of  a  flow  cell,  which  is
covered  with  two  types  of  oligos
(adapter primers). The 3' adapters
of the strands are hybridized with one type of oligo, the complementary strand is synthesized,
and  the  template  is  discarded.  Then,  the  synthesized  free  3'  adapter  bends  over  and

hybridizes  with  the
second  kind  of  oligo
for  another  strand
synthesis,  and  the
resulting  double-
strand  bridge  is
denatured.  This
process  is  repeated
many times in parallel
at millions of points in

each lane, creating clusters consisting on clones (and complementary strands) of the original
fragments. After this, the complementary strands are washed off, and sequencing by synthesis
begins.  A primer hybridizes  with a specific  region of  the free adapter,  and NTPs with a
fluorescent dye-labeled base are added to the flow cell. The dye of the first nucleotide that is
used  for  the  synthesis  is
activated  upon  hybridization,
and  it  blocks  any  further
elongation.  After  the  base  is
identified  thanks  to  the
cluster-specific  fluorescence,
the  dye  is  cut  off  and  the
synthesis  continues  in  the
same manner until the desired
read  length  (100-150  bases).
The read product is washed off, and the complementary strand is generated and sequenced in
the same manner.  This double reading of  the same fragment in both directions produces
paired-end reads, which helps aligning them to the reference genome (adapted from Jobling
et al. 2013)13.
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Single-molecule sequencing

New single-molecule sequencing technologies do not require PCR amplification and produce

very long reads,  which can resolve the alignment of  ambiguous regions20.  Long reads also

provide the haplotype phase information – the group of alleles in the genome of an individual

that are inherited from the same parent  – without having to resort to imputation methods or

family trios. Namely, nanopore sequencing60 can produce reads of up to ~1Mb20, while PacBio

yields read lengths of over 60kb61. However, both technologies still produce error rates of up to

15%,  which  has  to  be  refined  before  being  able  to  be  widely  adopted  by  the  research

community.

Genetic variation from an evolutionary perspective

The observed patterns of genetic variation in humans are mainly generated by a combination of

genetic drift and natural selection that operate differentially on mutually isolated populations.

Isolation-by-distance62,63 is  the  predominant  isolation  model  in  population  genetic  studies,

although geographic and cultural barriers are also very common in human populations. Other

contributions to the genetic landscape of a region are migration-related (founder effects, pulse

admixture events, recurrent gene flow)64 or due to changes in population size (bottlenecks and

population expansion)65. 

The  number  of  nucleotide  differences  between  a  typical  genome and the  human  reference

genome ranges between 4.1 and 5.0 million sites23. This range reflects world-wide differences,

with African and African-admixed populations ranking on the rightmost side of the distribution:

this is predicted by the "Out of Africa" (OoA) mechanism of dispersion, since the successive

bottleneck processes  undergone by non-Africans  supposed a drastic  reduction in  diversity66

(Figure 7).  Although fixation of  a  mutation is  possible,  population-pairwise  differences  for

biallelic SNPs usually lie in their MAF and haplotype frequencies.

In the following sections I present the two basic types of genetic variation, namely neutral and

non-neutral variation.
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Figure 7. Decline of genetic diversity, calculated from haplotype heterozygosity, as as function

of distance from East Africa. Each point represents a sample, shaped and coloured according to

their world region ancestry (taken from Jobling et al., 2013)13.

Neutral variation

The neutral theory of evolution8 describes a model for the prediction of changes in population

frequency of a new (de novo) mutation until its eventual loss or fixation, under the assumption

that  stochasticity,  or genetic  drift,  is  the only acting force.  This,  in  turn,  is  conditioned by

population size and allele frequencies. Most genetic variation in humans is considered to evolve

under a neutral model, as it either alters the phenotype in a way that does not have a significant

impact in the individual's fitness, or it takes place in overall non-functional intergenic regions
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and therefore does not intervene in the phenotype. However, the latter assertion is contested by

the results from the ENCODE consortium, a follow-up of the HGP, which suggest that up to

80% of  the  genome might  have  a  function and  that,  therefore,  most  genomic  regions  are

conserved to some degree67. It is worth noting that the results of this study have faced strong

criticism68,69. 

The section Population genetics summarises the application of neutral markers for unravelling

the demographic history of human groups, including migration events, population bottlenecks

and expansions, isolation processes, and population splits.

Non-neutral variation

As a corollary of the above, the genetic component that is subjected to natural selection lies

within a reduced fraction of the genome. This mainly consists of mutations whose effects at the

protein level have an impact on the individual's fitness. These mutations can be  de novo or

previously neutral variants that, due to an environmental change, become either beneficial or

detrimental.

Natural selection

A genetic variant is selected with a strength that is proportional to the magnitude of its effect on

fitness, reflected in the selection coefficient s, as well as to the dominance model, reflected in

the  dominance  coefficient  h  (Figure  8). Positive s values  occur  when fitness  is  improved,

leading to  positive selection.  Meanwhile,  negative  s values  indicate the opposite: purifying

selection, also called background selection. In balancing selection, heterozygotes are selected

against either homozygote, which can happen in the case of incomplete dominance (1 > h < 0).
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Figure  8.  Prediction of  changes  in  frequency  of  a  beneficial  allele  (y  axis)  along multiple

generations (x axis), depending on  s and  h.  As  s increases, the time to an eventual fixation

shortens. For a given value of s, fixation will be reached faster if the model is additive (h = 0.5)

than if the beneficial allele is fully dominant (h = 1), and in this case the mutation might never

reach fixation if  the selection is not strong enough (s = 0.01) (adapted from Jobling et al.,

2013)13.

Selection tests

Selection can be detected through the characteristic signatures that it  leaves on the genomic

regions  involved.  Both  background  selection  and  selective  sweeps  generate  long  linkage-

disequilibrium (LD) blocks (Figure 9) that are present in unexpectedly high frequencies. As a

consequence, there is a decrease in nucleotide diversity and an excess of rare variants in the

affected  genomic  region71.  Significant  differences  in  allele  frequencies  between  nearby

populations can also be indicative of selection, although if no convincing mechanism is found,

other demographic processes, like admixture or genetic drift, could be the actual cause. 
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Balancing selection, on the other hand, can be detected by methods such as Tajima's D. This

statistic  can  be  used  to  test  whether  the  observed  average  number  of  pairwise  nucleotide

differences deviates from the expected value, given the number of existing segregating sites: if

the statistic is significantly lower than expected, it suggests an excess of rare variants caused by

a  selective  sweep or  background selection;  if  it  is  significantly  higher  than expected,  it  is

indicative of an elevated genetic diversity, possibly caused by balancing selection72.

Figure 9.  Linkage disequilibrium (LD). Two biallelic polymorphisms Aa/Bb present at least

some degree of LD in a population when the LD coefficient (D) – the difference between the

observed haplotype frequencies (e.g.  pAB for haplotype AB) and the values predicted by the

allele frequencies (pA  × pB) – is any value other than zero. Several measures derived from  D

exist, such as D' or r². Long haplotypes in LD are produced by a series of phenomena, such as

mutation,  selective  sweeps,  background  selection,  genetic  drift,  population  bottlenecks,

inbreeding,  and  admixture.  Due  to  the  chromosome  recombinations  that  take  place  every

generation, LD blocks experiment a decay in length as a function of time, which can be used to

infer  the  date  of  the  demographic  events  that  caused  them.  Even  in  the  absence  of  these

processes, haplotypes that span less than 100kb usually present LD, since recombination rates

(c) are lower between variants next to each other. Nonetheless, recombination hot-spots with

higher values of c do also exist (taken from Jobling et al., 2013)13.

Adaptation in humans

Selective pressure drove a great part of human evolution since the split from the chimpanzee

lineage,  particularly regarding intelligence, speech, bipedalism, and tool use73.  At the social
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level, pair-bonding, biparental care, and modest sexual dimorphism are suggestive of selection

for monogamous mating, although higher sexual dimorphism than other monogamous primates

also suggests an adaptation for multi-level societies consisting of nested sets of modular family

units74.  Regarding  anatomically  modern  humans,  it  appears  that  the  majority  of  selective

processes   have concerned i)adaptation to  different  environments (involving,  among others,

adaptation to cold75,  changes in skin pigmentation as an adaptation to solar radiation76,  and

adaptation to hypoxia related to high altitude77 (Figure 10) or diving78);  ii)adaptive defense

against pathogens79; and iii)adaptation to different types of diet (like lactose consumption80 or

diets  rich  in  polyunsaturated  fatty  acids)81.  Finally,  there  has  been  reported  selection  of

introgressed  alleles  from  archaic  humans  in  some  populations  for  which  these  were

advantageous82.

Figure 10. Two-dimensional unfolded SFS of Tibetan (TIB) and Han Chinese populations. The

number of SNPs at each frequency coordinate is represented as a colour from the gradient on

the right.  A pair  of  intronic SNPs from the  EPAS1 gene show much higher derived allele

frequencies in Tibetan vs. Han samples, suggesting adaptive selection to altitude (taken from Yi

et al., 2010)83.
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Applications of human genetic data

Population genetics

Generally  speaking,  population  genetics  makes  use  of  neutral  mutations  for  inferring  the

demographic history of the different human groups. Since neutral loci are not under selective

pressure, they can be employed as a molecular clock by assuming a constant mutation rate (μ)

and generation time (g). Following this rationale, an accumulation of differences in the form of

private  neutral  alleles  is  proportional  to  the  time  of  split  of  the  populations.  However,

researchers have detected variation in μ for different human groups84, possibly due to changes in

g85,  environment,  and  population  size86,  as  well  as  between  sexes  due  to  differences  in

gametogenesis87. 

Various types of demographic processes produce additional genetic signatures that complement

the  information  provided  by  the  molecular  clock.  Namely,  a  great  portion  of  the  inter-

population neutral  variation is originated from differential  genetic drift,  Ne fluctuations, and

gene flow from external  groups.  Along the following sections,  I  discuss  how the  different

aspects of population genetic analysis of neutral variation provide valuable information about

historical demographic events.

Genetic diversity

Genetic diversity is the degree of genetic variation, or amount of genetic differences, that exists

among individuals of a population. The study of genetic diversity has been one of the first to be

employed as a  source of information about  the demographic history of human populations,

given that it does not require large amounts of markers nor complex calculations. For example,

a simple way to measure genetic diversity is by calculating the nucleotide diversity (π), which

corresponds to the average number of polymorphic sites between individual pairs.
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Heterozygosity

Another  popular  measurement  of  genetic  diversity  is  the  heterozygosity  (H).  This  can  be

defined as the probability that a random sample is heterozygous at a given locus, i.e. that two

randomly drawn alleles differ. For a biallelic locus,  let us define  p and  q as the population

frequencies for the major and minor alleles respectively, so that  q = 1 –  p. The observed  H

(O[H]) is the frequency of samples that are found to be heterozygous for a given locus, while

the expected heterozygosity (E[H]) across loci could be expressed as

, 

where  m represents the number of  loci  and  k the number of  individuals in the population,

assuming that all biallelic loci are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p² + 2 p q + q²). 

Inbreeding coefficient

Genetic diversity is shaped by the history of the population, via diverse processes: mutation,

recombination, balancing selection and gene flow increase it; while positive and background

selection, as well  as genetic drift  linked to population bottlenecks and isolation, cause it  to

decrease. The inbreeding coefficient (F) is a way of measuring the lack of genetic diversity. For

an  individual,  F can  be  defined  as  half  the  kinship  coefficient  between  their  parents  (see

Relatedness and genetic distance). For a population, F can be calculated, with relation to H, as 

F = (E[H] – O[H]) ÷ E[H], 

where a positive value suggests inbreeding within the population; however, the Wahlund effect

–  excess  of  homozygotes  due  to  population  structure  –  could  also  apply.  Another  way  of

measuring the inbreeding is by determining the number and length of the runs of homozygosity

(RoH) – overall homozygous genomic regions – within and across individuals.

Population mutation rate (θ)

Finally, the Watterson estimator (θ)88 is a measurement of genetic diversity that represents the

population mutation rate, defined as θ = 4 Ne μ for diploid individuals in an ideal population. θ

can be estimated as 
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 = S ÷ ,

where  S represents  the  total  number  of  polymorphic  sites  and  n is  the  number  of  haploid

sequences. The Watterson estimator has many applications in population genetics, such as in

coalescent theory (see Coalescent-based demographic analyses).

Relatedness and genetic distance

All  humans  are  ultimately  related,  and  the  degree  of  neutral  genetic  divergence  between

individuals or populations reflects how many generations back their MRCAs lived. The kinship

coefficient, or relatedness, numerically expresses the degree of relationship between a pair of

individuals, computed in various ways. For instance, the study of family pedigrees considers the

relatedness for each type of relationship to be the expected proportion of Identical by Descent

(IBD) genetic  material  inherited from recent  common ancestors  (Figure 11),  e.g.  1 st degree

relatives are 50% IBD, 2nd degree relatives are 25% IBD, and so on. However, this method has

some limitations, such as the dependence on the availability of a pedigree for the study data, the

assumption that the founders of the pedigree are unrelated, and the great variance of IBD values

for a given degree of relationship89. Instead, it is now possible to estimate relatedness directly

from genetic data. There are methods that estimate relatedness from IBD LD block length and

density, under the assumption that Identical by State (IBS) alleles, i.e. those that are identical

but not necessarily because of sharing a common ancestor, are most probably IBD.
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Figure  11.  First  cousins  sharing  an  IBD genomic  region  (red  colour)  inherited  from their

common grandfather (taken from Coop, 2013)70.

Pairwise relatedness,  be it  IBD or IBS, can be summarised in a genetic relationship matrix

(GRM). This represents the averaged correlation coefficient between the genotypes of each pair

of individuals. For the case of IBS, it can be calculated as 

, 

where pi represents the MAF of the ith of a total of N SNPs, and xij and xik are the genotypes for

SNP i (coded 0, 1 or 2) of individual j and k, respectively90.

Genetic distance

Divergence between pairs of human populations can be assessed by calculating their genetic

distances. There is a number of methods based on differences in allele frequencies, such as

Nei's standard genetic distance (D)91, which assumes that mutation and genetic drift are the only

generators of population divergence. Thus, the formula 
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yields the genetic  distance between populations  X and  Y,  where  Xu represents the  uth allele

frequency in  X at  the  lth locus.  Another  measure,  Reynolds,  Weir,  and Cockerham's genetic

distance (Θw)92, only considers genetic drift. Pairwise genetic distances are commonly arranged

in matrices when more than two populations are studied.

Phylogenetic trees

Phylogenetic  trees  are  another  useful  way  to  visually  represent  the  relationships  between

population groups. They consist in a succession of branches bifurcating from a node, which

represents the MRCA of the groups stored in the branches. By including a known outgroup, one

can root a tree in a way that reflects the temporal succession of nodes since the split from the

outgroup.  In  the  case  of  cladograms,  populations  belonging  to  a  clade  (i.e.  a  group  of

populations originating from a specific node) have a more recent MRCA than the MRCA that

they share with a population from another clade (Figure 12).

There are several methods for calculating the composition of nodes and branch lengths of a

phylogenetic  tree.  Neighbour-joining  (NJ)  uses  a  clustering  algorithm  to  group  samples

according to the genetic distances between them93. Maximum parsimony methods return the

tree  that  requires  fewer  evolutionary

changes  (mutations,  nodes)  while

explaining  the  observed  data.  Increased

computing  power  now  allows  to  use

Maximum  likelihood  (ML)  and  Bayesian

approaches  to  produce  more  accurate

phylogenetic trees.

Figure  12.  Scheme  of  a  cladogram  with

standard terminology (taken from Jobling et

al., 2013)13.
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Population structure

Population structure or stratification is an important concept in population genetics, and can be

defined  as  the  systematic  differences  in  allele  frequencies  between  populations  due  to

geographic or other (e.g. cultural) factors. Geographic population structure can be explained by

the isolation-by-distance model or the presence of physical barriers like rivers or mountains. As

for stratification due to cultural differences, this can spring from historical inequalities between

subgroups of different ancestry, language or religion barriers, among other things.

Population structure has to be taken into consideration when running demographic analyses.

For  instance,  it  can  emulate  the  genetic  signature  of  a  bottleneck  (see  Coalescent-based

demographic analyses), as well as cause the already mentioned Wahlund effect. Besides, it can

act as a problematic confounding element in association studies.

AMOVA

Considering that population stratification is a structured form of genetic relatedness, it can be

detected using tools like the ones previously mentioned, such as phylogenetic trees. Another

way is through the analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA)94, which makes use of Wright's F-

statistics for determining the amount of variance (heterozygosity) in a meta-population that can

be explained by differences between sub-populations. A typically used F-statistic is the fixation

index (FST). It can be defined as

FST = (HT – HS) ÷ HT,

where HT is the E[H] in the meta-population and HS the E[H] in the sub-populations. FST values

range from 0 (no population structure) to 1, which would mean that all the variance observed in

the meta-population is due to the sub-populations genotype composition being diametrically

opposed (Figure 13). The statistical significance of  FST can be estimated through permutation

tests. 

AMOVA can  be  performed  for  varying  levels  of  complexity,  taking  as  basis  several  sub-

populations or, assuming a hierarchical island model, several groups of sub-populations. FST can

be then further decomposed into FCT and FSC, which represent the part of the fixation index that

corresponds to differences between different groups, and between sub-populations of the same

group, respectively.
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Figure 13.  F-statistics can reveal population structure. The low  F-value plot  (left)  shows a

meta-population formed by three sub-populations that present similar mean and variance for

the variable X. Therefore, most of the meta-population variability is explained by the variability

existent within each sub-population. In contrast, the three sub-populations in the high F-value

plot (right) present similar variance but large differences in their mean values, thus raising the

meta-population variability. A high enough F-value suggests population structure through the

rejection of the null hypothesis, i.e. that the sub-population means are equal (taken from Coop,

2013)70.

Multivariate analyses

A classical approach for a better visualisation of the genetic relationships between samples, and

for the detection of population structure, is by use of principal components analysis (PCA), first

applied  to  human  gene  frequencies  by  Cavalli-Sforza  and  Edwards95.  PCA consists  in  a

reduction of the number of dimensions (e.g. genotypes from polymorphic loci) that define the

variance stored in a GRM. This is achieved by the eigendecomposition of the GRM into a

matrix of eigenvectors and their corresponding eigenvalues. When represented on a plane, the

two  eigenvectors  that  explain  a  larger  fraction  of  the  variance  can  potentially  display  the

samples clustered according to their geographic relationships. Higher order eigenvectors can

capture other more subtle relationships.

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) is another dimension-reduction method for efficient graphical

representation of the population distances contained in a genetic distance matrix.
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Figure 14. An increase in the number of loci employed in a PCA allows to reveal population

structure  in  an  otherwise  apparently  panmictic  population.  Each  acronym  represents  the

European country of origin of a sample. When using 100,000 loci, the sample arrangement

starts to resemble the map of Europe, which indicates a high correlation between genetic and

geographic distances in this continent (taken from Novembre et al., 2016)96.

Global ancestry

Global  ancestry (GA) is  the  average proportion of  an  individual's  genome  originating in  a

given, presumably ancestral, population. Model-based admixture analyses pre-specify a number

K of  genetic  clusters  and then estimate the  probabilities  that  an individual belongs to each

cluster,  which  can  reveal  patterns  of  population  structure  and  the  existence  of  admixture

events97 (Box 2). STRUCTURE98 was the first widely-used software to implement model-based

admixture  analysis.  By  means  of  a  Markov  chain  Monte  Carlo  (MCMC)  procedure,

STRUCTURE performs a repeated sampling from the prior  probability  distributions of  the

parameters  of  interest  (i.e.  allele  frequencies  in  each  cluster,  clusters of  origin  of  each

individual, and admixture proportions), with the aim of maximizing the posterior probability of

these parameters given the observed genotypes (see  Approximate Bayesian computation for

more on Bayesian inference). ADMIXTURE is another popular program with the same purpose

that calculates the ML estimates of the parameters of interest, increasing computation speed

without a decrease in accuracy. To determine the most likely value of K attending to variation in

the data, ADMIXTURE uses a cross-validation approach, while STRUCTURE computes the

model evidence for each value of K99.
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Local ancestry

Local  ancestry  (LA)  estimation  specifies  the  ancestry  of  each  genomic  region  within  an

individual97.  Original  approaches  to  LA estimation  (e.g.  LAMP101)  make  use  of  a  hidden

38

Box 2. Example of barplot produced in model-based admixture analysis. The top barplot

represents  210  individuals  from  nine  populations  from  Pakistan,  assuming  five  genetic

clusters (K = 5) represented by different colours. Each individual is shown as a vertical bar,

in which the probability that the individual belongs to a given cluster is proportional to the

length of the corresponding coloured segment. For example, the highlighted Uygur sample

has a higher probability of being a member of cluster 4 than of any other cluster.

Kalash, Brahui and Burusho appear as full representatives of three out of the five clusters.

The  presence  of  populations  whose  individuals  have  more  than  one  significantly  long

segment (e.g. Uygur) could be attributed to i)a lack of discrimination power, ii)an isolation-

by-distance  cline100,  or  iii)admixture  events,  in  which  case  the  segment  lengths  can  be

interpreted as  the individual's  genomic fractions inherited from each cluster  (taken from

Jobling et al., 2013)13.
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Markov model (HMM), or its extensions, to fit an explicit probabilistic model for the observed

variables  (alleles)  and  unobserved  variables  (ancestry)  to  the  data.  Because  of  this,  these

programs rely on large reference panels that  are good proxies for the true ancestries of the

admixed  samples102.  In  contrast,  RFMix  is  a  recent  software  that  does  not  require  large

reference panels and outperforms previous LA estimation methods, by using a machine learning

algorithm trained on phased reference panels102. While classical analyses usually assume and/or

require  independence  between  loci, methods  like  RFMix  take  advantage  of  the  more

informative haplotype data,  which allows to detect  population structure even at  a  very fine

scale. 

Besides  allowing the  inference  of  ancestry  proportions,  the  information  about  number  and

lengths of the haplotypes originating in each ancestral population can be used to determine the

relative timing of successive admixture events103,104. In addition, LA inference has many other

applications in clinical and evolutionary genetics, such as mapping genes to disease, mapping

sequences of unknown location onto the human reference genome, studying recombination rate

variation, and inferring natural selection97.

Figure  15.  Comparison  of  (a)  GA  and  (b)  LA  estimation  of  admixture  proportions.  GA

estimation produces average ancestry proportions across  an individual's  genome,  while  LA

estimation specifies how that ancestry is distributed along the genome. Gray colour represents

ambiguous ancestry (taken from Jobling et al., 2013)13.
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Chromosome painting

Another novel ancestry inference method that is based on haplotype information is chromosome

painting,  implemented  in  Chromopainter105.  Here,  each  recipient  individual  is  reconstructed

with the most likely combination of haplotype segments shared with  donor  individuals. This

information  can  be  organised  in  two  types  of  relationship  matrices  –  one  containing  the

pairwise  haplotype  “chunk”  counts  and  one  containing  the  total  haplotype  chunk  lengths,

respectively.  The  chunk  counts  can  be  employed  by  the  companion  software

fineSTRUCTURE105 to  infer  a  phylogenetic  tree  that  represents  the  relationships  between

samples.  fineSTRUCTURE works  by  first  obtaining  the  maximum a  posteriori  probability

(MAP) state through MCMC iterations, then improving its posterior probability with additional

hill-climbing,  and  finally  merging  the  populations  successively,  choosing  the  highest

probability merging at each step. In addition, one can infer the  donor ancestry proportions in

each  recipient by  analysing  instead  the  matrix  of  total  haplotype  lengths  with

GLOBETROTTER64.

Figure 16. Phylogenetic tree

created  with

fineSTRUCTURE  using

genome-wide  array  data

from  rural  British

populations,  and  the

geographic  location  of  the

samples  labelled  according

to  their  assigned  cluster.

Part  of  this  population

structure  can  be  explained

by historical events, such as

migrations  (taken  from

Leslie et al., 2015)106.
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f  -statistics  

f-statistics  comprise  a  group  of  tests  for  evaluating  admixture  and  gene  flow  by  fitting

phylogenetic tree models to allele frequency correlations between populations. Using the tree in

Figure 17 as an example of a phylogeny, we can define the F-values as follows: 

F2(A, B) = E[(a' – b')2],

F3(C; A, B) = E[(c' – a') (c' – b')], 

and

F4(A, B; C, D) = E[(a' – b') (c' – d')],

where a', b', c' and d' represent the allele frequency for a

given  biallelic  SNP in  the  population  A,  B,  C and  D,

respectively. We can then obtain the f-statistic for each F-

value by averaging the latter across all markers.

Intuitively,  F2(A,  B)  represents  the branch length between  A and  B  for  a  randomly drifting

neutral  allele107.  Meanwhile,  the  three-population  test uses  the  f3 statistic  to  formally  test

whether a population C is the result of an admixture event between two ancestral populations

for which A and B act as proxies: if C is the result of an admixture event between A and B, f3

will  be  significantly  negative.  However,  if  B has  undergone  strong  genetic  drift  after  the

admixture event, due to a bottleneck or founder event, for example, this could effectively mask

the admixture event50. An example of a software employing this method is TreeMix107.

D-statistics

D-statistics108, or  four-population test, are based on the f4 statistic, and test whether the gene

genealogies of the populations  A,  B,  C and  D follow a pattern BABA (A similar to  C and  B

similar to D) or ABBA (A similar to D and B similar to C). For example, assuming that a pair of

European (A) and Asian (B) populations are phylogenetically closer between them than to a

sub-Saharan population (C), one could be interested in the possibility of genetic introgression

from C to either A (BABA true) or B (ABBA true). D is an external group used for determining
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the ancestral allele, e.g.  Pan troglodytes  (chimpanzee) is a common choice. The D-statistic is

then calculated as 

D = Σi
m(a'i − b'i) (c'i − d'i) ÷ Σi

m(a'i + b'i − 2 a'i b'i) (c'i + d'i − 2 c'i d'i),

where  i represents a locus out of  m loci.  Note that  if  a'  and b'  are similar,  D = 0.  If  D is

significantly different from zero, we can accept introgression from C to either A (D positive) or

B (D negative)109. 

Incomplete  lineage  sorting (ILS)  is  a  special  case  of  BABA/ABBA pattern  caused  by  the

population and the genetic  trees  not matching,  resulting in  a  genetic  signature that  mimics

genetic introgression50 (Figure 18). However, since shared variation due to drift and ILS follows

a random distribution, a significant departure from the expected amount of shared alleles may

be indicative of gene flow109. Furthermore, in the case of relatively recent admixture events,

introgressed haplotypes tend to be longer than those caused by ILS110.

Figure 18. Effect of introgression and ILS in the disparity between population and gene trees.

The population tree is represented by the gray area. The dotted line represents the genealogy of

a single locus, where a star represents a mutation event. If the  D-statistic calculated for this

locus is not significantly different from 0, it means that (A) the population tree matches the gene

tree, and no introgression has taken place. If, instead, a significant ABBA pattern is found, i.e.

populations  B  and  C  share  the  same  private  allele,  there  are  two  possible  demographic

scenarios  that  could  have  originated  it,  namely  (B)  ILS  or  (C)  introgression  from C to  B

(adapted from Burgarella et al., 2019)109.
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Admixture dating

Once an admixture event has been identified, a number of methods allow to infer the date at

which it took place, such as the ALDER software111. The principle is that, although LD blocks

are present in all human populations, those populations that are not recently admixed do not

present LD blocks of more than a few hundred kilobases long112, but if an admixture event took

place relatively few generations ago,  this  will  have generated longer admixture LD (ALD)

blocks. However, in each generation, genetic recombination breaks down these blocks, so the

more  generations  from  the  admixture  event,  the  weaker  ALD  will  exist  between  distant

variants. Therefore, the rate of ALD decay as a function of genetic distance between variants (d)

indicates the number of generations ago that the admixture event took place (n). Formally, this

can be represented in the formula 

Dxy = α β δx δy e-nd,

where D is the haploid ALD measured as the covariance of alleles at biallelic SNPs x and y, α

and  β  are  the  proportional  genetic  contributions  from the  parent  populations,  and  δ is  the

difference in allele frequencies between the parent populations. One caveat of this method is

that other demographic events, like recent bottlenecks or extended periods of low population

size, produce long-range LD as well, which could lead to spurious admixture dates111. 

GLOBETROTTER infers admixture dates in a similar way, using the matrices of haplotype

lengths generated by Chromopainter as an input. GLOBETROTTER can also test whether one

or more events of admixture took place and date each of them, as well as infer the contributing

proportions of the donor populations.
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Figure 19. Dating of admixture events based on the decay rates of ALD blocks. The figure at

the left depicts how the ALD haplotypes resulting from an admixture event (n = 1) are broken

down along generations due to recombination. The plot at the right shows how the weighted

ALD decay as a function of d reflects the number of generations ago that the admixture event

took place. cM: centimorgans (adapted from Myers)113.

Coalescent-based demographic analyses

The  coalescent  theory,  originally  developed  by  Kingman9,  has  numerous  applications  in

population  genetics.  In  brief,  it  models  the  probability  that  the  MRCA of  n homologous

haplotypes existed t generations ago. In the next sections, I provide an introduction to the basics

of  the  coalescent  theory,  as  well  as  its  application  in  demographic  inference  through  the

sequentially Markovian coalescent methodology and the genetic data simulators.

Coalescent theory

Given n = 2 haploid individuals that present the same allele at a given locus, the probability p

that this duplicated allele comes from a single chromosome in the previous generation is p = 1 ÷

Ne and,  in  the  case  of  two heterozygous diploid individuals,  p =  1 ÷ (2  Ne).  We can  then

calculate the probability of coalescence in function of time (t, number of generations ago) as 

Pc(t) = (1 – p)t – 1 p.
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If Ne is large enough, the probability mass function approximates to an exponential distribution

of the form

 Pc(t) = p e–t ÷ (2 Ne), 

with mean 

E[t] = 1 ÷ p = 2 Ne 

and variance 

Var[t] = (E[t])².

This  means  that  the  coalescence  event  is

expected to happen t = 2 Ne generations back. If

instead  we  were  to  calculate  the  time  of

coalescence  of  an  allele  present  in  n >  2

heterozygous individuals, the probability that at

least  two  of  them  coalesce  in  the  previous

generation is then p =  ÷ (2 Ne), 

and therefore

E[t] = (2 Ne) ÷  = (4 Ne) ÷ (n (n – 1)).

From this we can expect that the larger n and the smaller Ne, the lesser generations towards the

past until a coalescence event takes place are to be expected. Furthermore, taking as reference a

specific coalescence event, we can expect the time to the previous one to take increasingly

longer time spans. For example, in Figure 20, T9 = (4 Ne) ÷ (9 (9 – 1)) = Ne ÷ 72 generations

back, but  T8 =  Ne ÷ 56 generations from  T9,  and so on, until the final coalescence  T2 = 2  Ne

generations back from T3. A consequence of this is that there will be more neutral mutations in

the  deepest  branches,  since  they  last  more  generations.  Finally,  the  total  time  until  all

coalescences have happened can be calculated as

T = Σi
n(4 Ne) ÷ (i (i – 1)) = (4 Ne) (1 – (1 ÷ n)) ≈ 4 Ne

if  n is  large  enough.  When  mitochondrial  DNA or  the  non-recombinant  Y  chromosome

coalescence times are studied, T = Ne because of, on one hand, being haploid sequences, and on

the other, having a  pattern of inheritance that involves only half of the population, i.e. either

males or females.
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Sequentially Markovian coalescent

The sequentially Markovian coalescent (SMC)115 is a popular seminal model for demographic

inference that applies coalescent theory. It takes into account the population recombination rate

ρ = 4 Ne r, where r is the per generation recombination rate. This Markovian approach to the

recombination has the advantage that ρ at a given t only depends on Ne and r, and as a result it is

much less computationally expensive than non-Markovian methods116 in which the probability

of recombination at a given t depends on the previous generations115.

Pairwise  SMC  (PSMC)117 infers  historical  changes  in  Ne in  a  population  by  generating  a

distribution  of  the  times  of  coalescence  for  multiple  heterozygous  loci  of  a  single  phased

individual.  Intuitively,  since  Ne is  directly  related  to  the  number  of  generations  until

coalescence, one can infer changes in  Ne through time. For example,  if  many loci  coalesce

within the same period, this could be indicating a bottleneck at that time. However, there are

some caveats to this, like sensitivity to the chosen value of μ, lack of accuracy for times more

recent than 10 KYA, and the confounding effect of population structure: if the two alleles at a

heterozygous locus come from different demes, for them to coalesce there has to pass enough

backward-time to revert the migration event that brought one of the alleles from its original

deme, and then more time for the merging of both demes that will allow for the coalescence.

Depending on the migration rates, the number of demes, and their respective Ne, this could take

a much longer time than for local variants, so the result would be many of the local variants

coalescing relatively soon, and a few introgressed variants coalescing much later, effectively

emulating a population bottleneck in the meantime118. 

Multiple SMC (MSMC)119 extends the method to two or more individuals, which, if coming

from different populations, allows to infer the time of population split. SMC++ 120 employs a

different algorithm that makes feasible the use of unphased genomes, as well as the analysis of

sample sizes that are orders of magnitude higher than MSMC, which results in better accuracy

for the inference of recent events.
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Figure 21. PSMC analysis of 1000G samples, showing Ne changes (y axis) along time (x axis).

The separation of two graphs is interpreted as population divergence. Some points to remark

here are the early split of sub-Saharan populations, and the recent general population growth.

A description of the population codes is provided in the Appendix (I) (taken from The 1000

Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2015)23.

Genetic data simulators

The methods of genetic data analysis introduced so far provide information about demography,

such as degree of inbreeding, population structure, or the time of an admixture or split event.

However, a caveat of these methods is that, in many occasions, the results could be  a priori

interpreted in several mutually exclusive ways121. As an alternative, there are algorithms that

generate simulated genetic data based on a specified demographic history,  i.e. considering the

time  and  magnitude  of  events  such  as  Ne changes,  population  splits,  and  gene  flow.  The

resulting summary statistics can be then compared with real data, therefore allowing to test the

likelihood of different demographic parameters or models. 
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One approach is the forward-time reconstruction of the population history, which consists in

initializing an ancestral population and then simulating the specified demographic changes and

their  consequences in the genetic  pool of  the population122.  An example of  a  software that

makes use of this is simuPOP123.  However, forward-time simulations have several important

limitations,  such as the difficulty in accurately determining the ancestral  population, and in

being computationally expensive since they track the history of all lineages, including those not

leading to the samples of interest124. For this reason, the most employed methods for simulating

the demographic history of a population are based on the coalescent, which is a backward-time

approach.

The typical  implementation of a coalescent-based simulator starts with a sample with some

specified characteristics (sample size, number of considered loci, etc.) whose genotypes are not

yet determined. Then, recreating the specified demographic history (Figure 22) backward-time,

the algorithm successively merges each independent locus – or haplotype, instead – into the

common ancestors, until the MRCA is reached. Genetic information is assigned to the MRCA,

and the process runs forward-time. The distribution of genetic variation of the resulting sample

is determined by the probability of a random mutation in each generation, which creates new

polymorphisms (recurrent mutations and backmutations are not allowed), and by the random

distribution of alleles in the offspring.

In its  most basic form, the algorithm assumes constant  Ne,  non-overlapping generations,  no

gene flow, no recombination, no population structure,  no selection, random mating, and the

probability  of  more  than  one  event  of  coalescence  in  the  same  generation  is  ignored.

Nevertheless, modern software has seen an increase in speed and model complexity, adding

features such as changes in Ne, variable chromosome recombination rates along sequences, gene

conversion, migration, population structure, sampling at multiple time points, and single-locus

selection, thus allowing for more realistic scenarios125.

Overall, genetic data simulators have many applications, since they can simulate data under a

wide variety of  scenarios,  such  as  haplotypes with pre-specified allele  frequencies  and LD

structure, GWAS samples, and pedigrees126. To finish this section, I describe the application of

simulated genetic data in approximate Bayesian computation and deep learning.
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Figure 22. Example of a demographic model.

The  defining  parameters  are  the  number  of

sampled  populations  (Population  1  and

Population  2),  the  time  of  population  split

(TA),  the  effective  population  sizes  of  the

ancestral  population  (N1)  and  of  the  child

populations  at  TA (N2 and  N3),  the  time  at

which the population expansion of Population

2  began  (TB),  the  rate  of  growth  of  this

expansion,  and  the  migration  rate  between

Population  1  and  Population  2 (taken  from

Jobling et al., 2013)13.

Approximate Bayesian computation

Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) makes use of simulated population data to infer the

demographic history that  better  fits  the observed data.  The rationale of  ABC can be better

understood by first introducing Bayes' theorem, which is commonly expressed as

where, in the context of demographic studies, θ is a demographic model parameter and D is the

observed population data. Applying Bayes' theorem, one can calculate the posterior probability

p(θi | D), where θi is a value of θ sampled from a prior probability distribution with probability

p(θi).  If  one  is  just  interested  in  which  values  of  θ yield  the  relative maximum posterior

probabilities, the constant p(D) can be removed from the equation. However, p(D | θ) still has to

be  calculated  for  each  sampled  θi,  which  can  result  computationally  infeasible  in  some

scenarios127. ABC avoids the direct calculation of the likelihood by identifying which values of

θ produce simulated data that  is  closest  to  D,  as  the frequency distribution of these values

approximates the posterior probability distribution of  θ127. The basic procedure is detailed in

Figure 23.
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Figure  23.  ABC overview.  Multiple  simulations  are  run  under  a  specific  model,  randomly

sampling the values for the parameter of interest θ from a prior distribution (e.g. a uniform

distribution,  when no further  assumptions are taken).  The generated genetic  information is

stored in the form of summary statistics (μ i in the example). Finally, the posterior distribution of

θ is approximated with those values whose summary statistics were the closest to that of the

observed real data (taken from Sunnåker et al., 2013)128.
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Deep learning

Summary statistics of simulated genetic data, such as the joint multi-population SFS129, can be

used to train artificial neural networks  –  a machine learning framework  – to categorize real

genetic data. Usually, artificial neural networks of more than two layers are used, a field known

as deep learning (see Box 3 for an explanation on the basic structure of a deep neural network).

Currently, deep learning approaches are being incorporated to the study of human demographic

history130,131.
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Box 3.  Basic architecture of  a
deep neural network (DNN). A
DNN  is  structured  in  several
layers,  where the first  layer  is
the  input  data,  and  the  inner
and output layers are formed by
neurons.  A  neuron  is  a
mathematical  function  that
transforms  the  weighted  input
from  all  the  neurons  in  the
previous layer into some value
by using an activation function.

For example, a sigmoid activation function will output a value within the range {0, 1}. 

Formally, the a1
(2) neuron can be expressed as

sig( ( Σ5
i=1 wi

(1)xi ) + b(1) ),

where sig is the sigmoid activation function, wi is the weight for the input value xi at neuron
a1

(2), and b1 is the bias neuron for a1
(2), which shifts the activation function to either side. In

the figure, Wi denotes the matrix that contains the weight for each each connection (coloured
lines) between the ith layer and the next. The output of a neuron is in turn transferred to the
neurons in the next layer, where the same procedure applies, until the output layer produces
the prediction  hi.  This prediction can be, for example,  the probability that the input data
belongs to the hi category. The error in the prediction is calculated through a loss function,
e.g. if it is a supervised DNN, the squared difference between the known real value and the
predicted value can be used. By iteratively feeding a DNN the output of multiple simulations,
it can update the weights to reduce the error of the predicted parameter values. Once the
error is  low enough, one can test  the accuracy using additional  simulations (taken from
Sheehan and Song, 2010)132.
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Clinical genetics

Clinical  genetics  studies  those  mutations  whose  effects  contribute  to  the  development  of  a

disease.  The first kind of genetic disease studied was monogenic (or Mendelian) disease. A

Mendelian disease, like sickle cell anaemia133, is determined exclusively by a single specific

polymorphic locus. Meanwhile, complex phenotypes, which include most common diseases as

well as quantitative traits like height and weight, are controlled by multiple genetic markers

(thus the term polygenic) interacting with environmental factors134.

Association study design

In the context  of clinical  genetics,  association studies are designed to detect  which genetic

polymorphisms are linked to a given disease, by testing for correlation between phenotype and

genetic variation135.  A popular family-based approach is the transmission disequilibrium test

(TDT), which consists in testing the over-transmission of each allele of interest across trios of

two unaffected  heterozygous  parents  and  one  affected  homozygous  child.  Population-based

studies include the case-control study, which consists in testing for genetic differences between

subjects affected by a disease (cases) and unaffected controls, and the prospective cohort study,

in  which  only  unaffected  subjects  are  initially  sampled;  after  a  period  of  time,  genetic

differences between samples that developed the disease and the samples that remain unaffected

are tested136.

Regression analysis

The choice of regression model to test for association between a locus and a disease will depend

on the  categorical  or  quantitative nature  of  the  studied  phenotype.  When the  phenotype is

quantitative, e.g. blood pressure, a linear regression model is employed. It follows the form 

f(x) = a0 + x + ϵ, 

where f(x) is the phenotype as a function of genotype, a0 is the intercept, is an estimate of an

unbiased regression coefficient  β, and  ϵ is  the statistical  noise.  When significantly different

from zero, the regression coefficient can be used for making predictions of the outcome of an

individual carrying a specific genotype. 
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If, instead, the phenotype is categorical, as in a case-control study, the logistic regression has to

be used instead, expressed as 

f(x) = 1 ÷ ( 1 + e– x + ϵ ).

The regression coefficient  can be thought of as the effect size of a genetic variant, i.e. the

relation between genotype and phenotype, in the way that a change of  x = 1 genotype units

implies a change of phenotype units. In addition, corresponds to the correlation coefficient

(r) if the variables are standardized. It can be calculated by ordinary least squares (OLS), which

consists on finding the values a0 and that minimize the summation of residuals, expressed as

Σn
i
 (f(x)i – f(x))², 

where i represents a sample from a total of n. In order to test whether is significantly different

from zero, the Wald test can be applied, which consists in dividing  by its SE; the resulting

statistic belongs to either a  t-distribution, if it is a linear regression, or to a  Z-distribution, if

logistic.

Figure 24. Visual comparison of logistic (left) and linear (right) models. The linear model plot 

further highlights the intercept and the residual for a data point (adapted from Chávez, 2019, 

and Suvarna, 2019)137,138.

Odds-ratio

Another way to express the effect size is in the form of an odds-ratio (OR), which consists in

the proportion of the number of samples that reject the null hypothesis vs. those that do not

reject it (Table 1). In other terms, the OR indicates how likely it is for a carrier of the studied
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allele to present the disease compared to the average population, assuming the carrier is overall

average for the remaining causal variants.  It  ranges from 0 to infinite,  where no significant

deviation  from 1  means  no  association,  values  significantly  larger  than  1  suggest  harmful

effects of the studied allele, and vice versa.

Disease status

Cases Controls (1) OR = (a × d) ÷ (b × c)

G
en

ot
yp

e aa a b (2) SE = √1÷a + 1÷b + 1÷c + 1÷d

AA|Aa c d (3) ln(OR) = 

Table 1. Example of a 2×2 contingency table including the number of cases (a and  c) and

controls (b and d) for a given recessive disease, which have been genotyped for a SNP with a

dominant  allele  A  and  a  recessive  derived  allele  a.  On  the  right  side,  formulae  for  the

calculation of the OR (1) and its correspondent standard error (SE) (2), as well as the relation

between the OR and (3), are provided.

GWAS

To  determine  the  genetic  variants  to  be  tested  for  association,  one  can  follow  either  a

hypothesis-driven or a hypothesis-free approach. The former corresponds to a candidate gene

study, in which a limited number of genes or genetic markers are hypothesized to have an effect

on the phenotype because of their involvement in related biological pathways. 

However, this approach is prone to problems when applied to polygenic disease: in this case,

genetic risk factors are diffusely distributed across the genome, and variants with a stronger

effect  are  more  likely  to  be  located  in  poorly  understood  regions  of  the  genome  than  in

candidate genes139. For this reason, and given the availability of massive amounts of genetic

information from across the genome, a more efficient study of polygenic disease can be carried

out through genome-wide association studies (GWAS). A GWAS is a hypothesis-free assay of
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the genetic component of a complex trait. GWAS employ large numbers of markers, generally

SNPs, distributed genome-wide, which are tested for association with the trait in question. This

approach relies on the basis that  not only genes,  but also functional  intergenic regions,  can

present mutations involved in a complex disease. To compensate for the rise of false-negatives

resulting  from  multiple  testing  correction,  GWAS  require  large  sample  sizes  to  increase

statistical power140.

Figure 25. Example of a Manhattan plot, a common way of representing significant variants in

GWAS. The  x axis is formed by the studied SNPs arranged by physical location. The  y axis

represents the –log10 of the association test p-value, so that strong signals of association are

highlighted. In the example, SNPs located in the KCNQ1,  CDKAL1,  UBE2E2 and C2CD4A-

C2CD4B genes are identified as susceptibility loci for type 2 diabetes (taken from Yamauchi et

al., 2010)141.
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Genetic risk

Genetic risk calculation allows to predict whether an individual will develop a given complex

disease, based on their genotype information for variants that have been found associated with

the disease. Genetic  risk score (GRS),  or  polygenic score,  is  a common way to assess  the

genetic risk of an individual142. It can be calculated for a phenotype of interest as

GRS = Σm
i i ni,

where i is the estimated effect size of a given allele at the ith locus of a total of m loci, and ni is

the number of copies of that  allele.  GRS assumes allele additivity,  since complex traits are

typically controlled by low-effect additive mutations65,143.

A related  measure,  the  genetic  mutation load,  can  be  defined  as  the  burden  of  deleterious

mutations that produces a decrease in fitness from its maximum absolute value. The average

population fitness can be calculated as 

W ≈ exp(–Σm
i si hi Hzi + si Hmi ), 

where, for a deleterious allele at the  ith locus,  si is the selection coefficient,  hi the dominance

coefficient, Hzi the number of heterozygotes, and Hmi the number of homozygotes66.
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HUMAN POPULATIONS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

REGION

The dual nature of the Mediterranean sea, at the same time a barrier and a means of travel, have

played a crucial role in the history or this region. While different human peopling patterns took

place  originally  in  Southern  Europe,  North  Africa,  and  the  Levant,  large-scale  population

movements gradually forged a common history for these coasts, while always keeping different

idiosyncrasies.

Population movements

First humans

To date, the oldest Homo sapiens remains in the Mediterranean region are those of Jebel Irhoud

(Morocco)144. These consist on what has been considered an early stage of anatomically modern

human dated as ~315 thousand years old. Meanwhile,  a ~210,000 years old fossil found in

Greece has been recently identified as another early  H. sapiens,  reflecting a failed dispersal

from Africa145. However, the oldest findings of  Homo sp. in Southern Europe are those of  H.

heidelbergensis,  with the paradigmatic  example of  the Sima de los  Huesos  (Spain),  whose

individuals have been dated as 430,000 years old146. The European H. heidelbergensis has been

suggested as an ancestral form of H. neanderthalensis (Neanderthal)147, which in turn has been

found in a number of sites in Southern Europe and the Levant. Regarding this latter region, a

fossil  at  Zuttiyeh  cave (Israel)  dated  to  between 500-200 KYA has been proposed  to  have

affinities to H. erectus, H. neanderthalensis, and early H. sapiens148.
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After  the OoA,  which some authors  consider  to  have  taken place via  Egypt149,  modern  H.

sapiens  migration  waves  originated  in  Southwestern  Asia  reached the  Levant  ~48 KYA150,

Southern Europe ~45-43 KYA151, and North Africa ~45-40 KYA152. 

Neanderthal introgression

Although modern humans coexisted with the Neanderthals in Europe and the Levant, and some

admixture pulses have been detected within Europe153,  it is considered that the introgression

event that led to the Neanderthal component in Mediterranean populations had already taken

place 65-47 KYA in Western Eurasia154. Neanderthals are proposed to have undergone general

extinction ~40 KYA155, although the site at Gorham's Cave, Gibraltar, has Neanderthal fossils

dated as just 28,000 years old156.  Some proposed non-exclusive causes of the extinction are

i)direct and/or indirect competition with H. sapiens157, ii)pathogens introduced by the latter158,

and iii)failure in adapting to climate change159.

Figure 26. Main prehistoric population movements in Southern Europe inferred from modern

DNA (grey  arrows) and ancient  DNA (black  arrows) analysis  (adapted from Haber et  al.,

2016)160.
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Last glacial maximum

The  whole  human  history  has  taken  place  within  the  Quaternary  Glaciation,  which  has

consisted of glacial periods 40,000-100,000 years long, intercalated with milder interglacials.

Within the Last Glacial Period (115-12 KYA), the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 27-19 KYA)

was the period of maximum extension of the glacial sheets. This affected European populations,

as the glacial sheets reached current Poland, Germany and the British Isles161, and permafrost

extended south of it. Southern France, and the Iberian, Italian, and Balkan peninsulas, acted as

refugia where Southern European populations survived this time period162.

Neolithic

The retreat of the ices that came with the ongoing interglacial period marked the start of the

Neolithic in the Fertile Crescent, with the development of agricultural and herding techniques,

pottery, polished stone tools, and the adoption of sedentariness. This region saw a population

increase and outwards migration waves, bringing with them the new technologies. In this line,

gene flow >12 KYA seems to be the main genetic source of nowadays Berber tribes in North

Africa163. In Europe, humans expanded out of the LGM refugia, and 9-8 KYA the Neolithic

migration  wave  expanded  throughout  Southern  Europe.  The  resulting  Neolithic  genetic

component  is  detectable  in  all  current  Southern  European  populations,  though  a  smaller

Paleolithic component is present as well in some of them, which suggests a differential degree

of population replacement164. Numerous megaliths in the Western Mediterranean date from the

late Neolithic, although the production of these monuments spanned into the Bronze Age165.

Bronze Age

There is attested bronze usage in the Levant, Egypt and the Aegean region since ~3200 BPE.

This was accompanied by the development of the first  Mediterranean civilizations:  Ancient

Egyptians, Minoans (Crete), Mycenaeans (Southern Greece) and Hittites (Anatolia), and their

associated writing systems (Egyptian hieroglyphs, Minoan Linear A, Mycenaean Linear B and
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Hittite cuneiform). Meanwhile, at the beginning of the Bronze Age the Western Mediterranean

saw the development of the Bell Beaker culture, followed in the Western Iberian Peninsula by

the Atlantic Bronze Age culture, and by the expansion of the  Urnfield culture from Central

Europe to several regions of the Mediterranean166. An important genetic component virtually

ubiquitous in Southern Europeans is thought to have been originated ~4.5 KYA via a mass

migration associated with the Yamnaya and Corded Ware cultures, both based in the steppe

north of the Black and Caspian Seas, after the invention of wheeled vehicles 164. Haak et al. also

suggest  that  the  Indo-European  languages  in  Europe  could  have  been  introduced  by  these

migrants.  The  Late  Bronze  Age  collapse  (~1200-1150  BPE)  marks  the  abrupt  end  of  the

Mediterranean  civilizations,  probably  caused  by  a  combination  of  factors  such  as  natural

disasters, invasions and the introduction of iron metallurgy.

Iron Age

The power vacuum left in the Eastern Mediterranean led to the rise of the Phoenician culture, a

group of coastal city-states located within current Lebanon, Syria and Israel territories. Between

~1200-800 BPE the Phoenicians created trade routes and colonies all along the North African

coast, parts of the Iberian Peninsula and Asia Minor, and the main Mediterranean islands. They

thus transmitted many elements of their culture, one of the most important being their alphabet,

which was the base for, among others, the Greek alphabet167.

Another  Mediterranean  civilizations  of  this  period  were  the  Tartesians,  Iberians,  and

Aquitanians  in  the Iberian  Peninsula,  the  Etruscans  in  modern  Tuscany and  Lazio  and  the

Ancient Egyptians, Ancient Greeks, Lydians and Phrygians in the Eastern Mediterranean. Celtic

tribes related to the Hallstatt culture – which had originated in Central Europe around 1200

BPE – and to La Tène culture – derived from the former – reached the Iberian Peninsula by

~650 BPE and the Balkans and Anatolia by ~300 BPE, respectively168.
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Classical antiquity and Middle Ages

The Iron Age gave way to classical antiquity, an era characterized by the fight over the cultural

and political domination of the Mediterranean between Carthage, the Greek states, and Rome,

culminating in the control of the whole region by the Roman Empire in the 2 nd century PE.

Slavery, trade, and political and militar activity promoted people movements between different

parts of the Mediterranean and beyond, albeit not at the scale of previous eras169.

After a long decline, the Roman Empire fell due to the invasion of Germanic and Hunnic tribes

in the 4th-5th centuries. During the 7th-8th centuries, the Arabs conquered all the Levant and North

Africa,  as  well  as  most  of  the Iberian Peninsula.  The Northern Iberian Christian kingdoms

expanded  southwards  during  centuries,  until  the  last  Muslim  ruled  territory  in  the  Iberian

Peninsula was conquered in the 15th century170.

Concerning the Eastern Mediterranean, the Byzantine Empire retained most of the territories of

the Eastern Roman Empire for a long time. In the  6th-7th centuries, Slavic tribes reached the

Balkan Peninsula. In the 11th century, Anatolia, ruled by the Byzantine Empire, was conquered

by the Turkic Seljuk Empire, and then by the Mongols in the 13 th century. The Ottoman Empire,

originated from one Anatolian petty kingdom that achieved control of the region, began the

conquest of the Balkans by the 14th century, causing the fall of the Byzantine Empire in the 15 th

century171.

Figure  27.  Map  of

the Roman Empire at

its  greatest  extent  in

117  PE  (taken  from

Nacu, 2008)172.
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Recent genome-wide studies

Since  the  introduction  of  genetics  in  anthropological  studies,  there  have  been  numerous

attempts to shed light on long-standing questions regarding the history of the Mediterranean

region.  For  example,  a  reduced  number  of  markers  suggests  a  historical  role  of  the

Mediterranean  sea  as  a  barrier  to  gene  flow,  finding  population  structure  dividing  both

coasts173,174.  However,  the  relatively  low  discriminant  power  that  classical,  uniparental  and

sparse  markers  present  within  such  restricted  geographic  area,  has  generally  supposed  a

limitation for finer-scale studies. Now, thanks to the growing use of high-throughput genetic

data, important discoveries are been made in unravelling the complex demographic history of

this region. For instance, genome-wide array data detect significant levels of North African and

sub-Saharan ancestry in Southern Europe, together with a westwards Near Eastern ancestry

gradient, all of which contributes to a higher genetic diversity in Southern Europe compared to

its northern counterpart175. 

Population structure

In this line, an increasing number of genome-wide datasets – mostly array-based – that include

Mediterranean populations have been obtained in the last decade, many of which show patterns

of population structure within the region. One of them found that Sephardic and Moroccan Jews

form  a  genetic  cluster  with  other  Jewish  groups  like  the  Ashkenazi,  Middle-Eastern  and

Caucasian Jews, and non-Jewish Cypriots, Druze and Samaritans, but not with other Levantine

or historically neighbouring populations176. A survey on the peopling history of the European

Romani  populations  identified a  single  initial  founder  population  from North/Northwestern

India ~1,500 ya: after a rapid migration through the Near and Middle East, where moderate

gene flow took place, the Romani started to expand across Europe from the Balkans ~900 ya.

Further characteristics of these populations are strong population structure, genetic isolation,

and differential rates of gene flow with non-Romani Europeans177. Another study, focusing this

time on Levantine populations, reveals recent population structure based on the closer genetic
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affinity to either Europeans and Central Asians or Middle Easterners and Africans178. One recent

study covering populations from the Iberian Peninsula suggests a north to south stratification

that matches the pattern of expansion of the Christian medieval kingdoms179 (Figure 28), while

another  finds  genetic  differentiation  between  the  Ibizan  population  and  other  Spaniards,

possibly attributable  to  genetic  drift  caused  by historical  isolation180. Finally,  WGS data  of

several  Sardinian  populations181 confirm  elevated  levels  of  an  early  Neolithic  component

proposed  elsewhere164,  as  well  as  report  within-island  population structure  and  male-driven

gene flow of Bronze Age steppe ancestry.

Figure 28. Overlapping of genetic structure (up) and medieval linguistic and political borders

(down) in Spain. Array data of 1,413 individuals was analysed with fineSTRUCTURE, and the

spatial densities of the 14 inferred clusters are represented as a background colour gradient in

the  map.  Individuals  whose  four  grandparents  were  born  within  80  km  of  their  average

birthplace (centroid) are represented by points placed at this centroid. The colour and symbol

of each point corresponds to the cluster the individual was assigned to (adapted from Bycroft et

al., 2019)179.
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North Africa's complex demographic history

Regarding North African populations, there is a number of recent publications using genome-

wide array data that deal with the complex history of this region. For instance, a Neanderthal

component has been detected in North African populations, not considered to be due to recent

European or Near-Eastern migrations182. In this line, two studies estimate that the autochthonous

Berber  component  is  a  mixture of  ancestral  inhabitants,  related  to  OoA populations,  and  a

migrational wave coming from the Near East 15 KYA163,183. The first study also proposes two

pulses of sub-Saharan gene flow that reached Morocco and Egypt 1,200 and 750 years ago,

respectively. The second study further shows that Tunisian Berbers appear to have diverged

from surrounding populations due to genetic isolation, and also that, due to continuous gene

flow from the Middle East, Egyptians are genetically closer to Eurasians than to other North

Africans.

Finally, a different study found the current cultural stratification between Berbers and Arabs not

to  be  correlated  with  genetic  structure,  with  all  populations,  except  two  Berber  groups,

presenting  a  high  degree  of  genetic  heterogeneity184.  The  researchers  estimate  the  Arab

component  to  date  from the  Arabization  of  the  region  in  the  7th century.  They  have  also

identified sub-Saharan migration waves since the 1st century B.C., with a strong peak in the

17th century, due to slave trade.

Neolithic expansion

Another topic of interest is that of the nature of the Neolithic expansion (Figure 29), which

genetic studies have proven to be not just cultural, but that it involved extensive migrations164.

For example, it has been seen that early European farmers descended from a population related

to Northwestern Anatolians185. Genomic data from ancient individuals from Anatolia, Levant

and  the  Caucasus  confirm  these  previous  results,  but  they  also  reveal  a  culturally-driven

Neolithic  transition  within  the  Near  East  that  kept  the  previous  hunter-gatherer  population

structure186. 
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Focusing  on  the  Neolithic  expansion  in  North  Africa,  a  recent  survey  using  whole  X

chromosome sequences estimated that it was synchronous and very similar to that occurred in

Europe, both in terms of carrying capacity and speed of expansion187.

Figure 29. Proposed models for the spread of agriculture. F and HG indicate a farming or

hunter-gatherer economy, respectively. Blue shading indicates the degree of ancestry related to

the population that developed farming in origin. The acculturation hypothesis (left) suggests

that the farming technology was learnt by hunter-gatherers from their neighbours, leading to

population  growth  and  the  transmission  of  the  knowledge  to  other  hunter-gatherers.  The

population  replacement  hypothesis  (right)  proposes  instead  that  migrant  groups  from  the

original farming population were the transmission vector of the technology, by admixing with,

or replacing, the original hunter-gatherers (taken from Jobling et al., 2013)13.

A recent WGS analysis including current and ancient individuals from the Iberian Peninsula,

Europe, North Africa and the Middle East188 sheds some light on this and related topics, mainly

in the context of the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 30). Namely, it points out to the existence of high

genetic structure between Northwestern and Southeastern Iberian Mesolithic hunter-gatherers,

before  the  Neolithic  wave  that  greatly  altered  the  Iberian  genetic  pool.  It  also  replicates

previous findings that show an increase of Central European-related hunter-gatherer ancestry
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after 4000 BPE, the introduction of a 40% Steppe ancestry component by ~2000 BPE, with an

almost  total  replacement  of  the  Y-chromosome  haplogroups  (suggesting  a  sex-biased

migration),  and  the  description  of  present-day  Basques  as  an  Iron  Age  population  largely

unaffected by later gene flow from North Africa and the Central and Eastern Mediterranean

regions. Additionally, this study reveals early sporadic contacts between Iberia and North Africa

as far as ~2500 BPE. Overall, this study stressing the usefulness of ancient DNA for depicting

migration events.

Figure 30. Timeline of the main migration events in the Iberian Peninsula (taken from Olalde et

al., 2019)188.

Population groups studied in this work

The populations studied in this work encompass the whole Mediterranean and adjacent regions,

including i)the Iberian Peninsula, ii)South France, iii)Italy, iv)the Balkans, v)Turkey, vi)Israelis

of  Turkish  Sephardic  or  Iraqi  Jewish  descent,  vii)Jordania,  viii)several  Berber  and  Arab

Moroccan populations, ix)Tunisia, x)M'zab people from Algeria, xi)Libya, and xii)the islands of

Tenerife,  Minorca,  Sardinia,  Sicily  and  Crete.  The  genetics  of  these  human  groups  were
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analysed in order to give answers to several demographic and epidemiological questions, as

well as to provide context for the study of two populations of particular historical interest: the

Sephardic Jews and the Spanish Eastern Pyreneans, whose historical backgrounds are detailed

in the following sections.

Sephardic Jews

Judaism is an Abrahamic religion originally practiced in Levant by Israelite tribes from 1200-

1000 BPE189. Despite its ultimate Near Eastern origin, the Sephardic culture and ethnic group

refers to that of the people that historically practiced Judaism in the Iberian Peninsula – having

documented presence there since Roman times190 – as well as their subsequent diaspora. The

Sephardic Jews were traditionally dedicated to trade and craftsmanship, and thus mainly lived

in  urban  spaces191.  They  were  always  a  religious  minority,  alternating  periods  of  general

tolerance towards them with eras of persecution.

By the  15th century,  approximately  400,000  Jews  lived  in  Spain192.  Since  the  14th century,

however, persecution against Jews began to escalate, leading to the Massacre of 1391 and the

edict of expulsion in 1492. These events caused the conversion of 200,000-300,000 Sephardic

Jews,  known  since  then  as  Conversos,  and  the  exile  of  between  50,000  and  80,000193 to

Portugal,  Italy,  France,  Holland,  the  Western  Maghreb,  the  Ottoman  Empire,  and  Latin

American countries194,195. The Portuguese edict of 1497 forced Jews to convert to Christianity

and stay in Portugal rather than allow their departure196.

The Spanish and Portuguese Inquisitions heavily persecuted Conversos under the alleged secret

practice of Judaism, which incited successive departures until the 18 th century. For those who

remained,  the  prohibition  to  practice  Jewish  rites,  and  increasing  intermarriage  between

Conversos and Catholics, caused the loss of the Sephardic identity and culture over time. The

Sephardic traditions and language (Ladino, a variety of Old Spanish) were conserved until the

20th century mainly in the exile territories of Western Maghreb, the Balkans, Turkey and Levant.

However,  the  genocide  of  Balkan  Jews  perpetrated  by  Nazi  Germany194,  and  the  posterior

migrations to Israel, where Modern Hebrew was the lingua franca among the different Jewish

groups, further led to the decline of this culture.
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Figure 31. Migrations and settlements of the Sephardic Jews after their expulsion from Spain

and, later, Portugal (taken from Encyclopaedia Judaica, 2006)197.

Spanish Eastern Pyrenees

The Pyrenees have been traditionally classified into Western, Central, and Eastern Pyrenees, as

well as into French and Spanish Pyrenees (northern and southern slopes). These divisions have

witnessed differential  population and cultural  processes since the Paleolithic,  with the main

cultural and genetic gradient following an East-West axis198. In this dissertation, the focus will

be made on the anthropological Prehistory and History of the Spanish Eastern Pyrenees.
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First peoples and the arrival of Neolithic populations

There are sites indicating a continuous human presence in the Spanish Eastern Pyrenees dating

back as far as the Lower Paleolithic, with a significant decrease in the Last Glacial Period that

reverts with the melting of glaciers in 12000-8000 BPE199. Sites dating from 6000 BPE suggest

the arrival of Neolithic populations to the area linked to a population growth 200. For instance, a

site  in  Andorra  dating  from  5000-4500  BPE  contains  remains  that  indicate  cultivation  of

cereals, breeding of cattle, and crafting of Neolithic tools and decorated ceramics201. There is

also an identified deforestation process taking place in 5000-4000 BPE202. In the late Neolithic-

Chalcolithic (3300-2200 BPE) there is a peak in the number of megaliths200, and from 2300

BPE metal elements like gold and copper are introduced in the area203,204. 

Bronze Age migrations

In the early-middle Bronze Age the use of bronze and other metals substituted flint and other

types  of  stone  in  the  production  of  everyday  tools.  During  this  period,  there  was  a  high

connection between the northern and southern sides  of the Eastern Pyrenees,  sharing more

common cultural features than with the rest of the Iberian Peninsula or Europe. However, the

traditional  hypothesis  of  a  culturally  homogeneous  Pyrenees is  no longer supported by the

data200.

In the middle Bronze Age (1400-1200 BPE), the apparition of new features on ceramic vases,

new types of knifes and axes, and new funeral rituals, all of them present in older strata in the

French  Pyrenees,  suggests  a  migration  of  people  from the  European  side  of  the  mountain

chain205.  The  result  of  this  process  was probably  a  homogenization  of  the  Spanish  Eastern

Pyrenean population, or at least closer relationships between some areas206.

During the late Bronze Age (1100-700 BPE) there is  a decline in megalithic sites,  and the

introduction  of  people  associated  with  the  Urnfield  culture207 indicated  by  the  presence  of

remains that suggest cremation and depositing of the ashes in buried urns, and new types of

ceramic styles, bronze tools, dwelling organisation and subsistence models. It is estimated that

the total numbers of newcomers did not surpass the few thousands208. 
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Pre-Roman tribes and Roman conquest

Findings suggest an isolation of the Spanish Eastern Pyreneans with respect to the cultural and

technological changes introduced since ~625 BPE by the Phoenicians and, later, the Greeks, in

the Catalan northern coast, like iron tools and the potter's wheel. There are several pre-Roman

Spanish Eastern Pyrenean tribes mentioned by ancient sources (see Figure 32). Graffiti found in

Cerdanya suggest that they spoke a variety of the Iberian language209. The Roman conquest of

the Spanish Eastern Pyrenees took place around 39 BPE, but by the beginning of the Middle

Ages the romanization process had not been completed208.

Figure 32. Main pre-Roman tribes in the Spanish Eastern Pyrenees in the 1st millennium BPE

(map at the left). Shading indicates elevation. The map at the right highlights in red the current

administrative regions (comarques)  of  the Spanish Eastern Pyrenees included in this  work,

within the context of Catalonia. In turn, the small box at the bottom right corner highlights

Catalonia  within  a  global  context  (adapted  from  Ruiz,  1995,  and  Wikimedia  Commons,

2016)208,210.
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Middle Ages

After the collapse of the Western Roman Empire in the 5 th century, the region fell under the

govern of the Visigoths. It is estimated that the Roman and Visigoth people only represented a

2.2-4.4% of  the  Spanish  Eastern  Pyreneans  populati191on182.  The  Islamic  conquest  of  the

Spanish Eastern Pyrenees in the 8th century lasted 80 years, before if was taken by the Franks

and became part of the Marca Hispanica, a buffer zone of the Carolingian Empire. In the 10 th

century  the  Catalan  counties  gained  independence  from  the  West  Franks,  before  their

annexation to the Crown of Aragon in the 12th century.
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The  field  of  human  population  genetics  is  being  transformed  by  the  fast  development  of

genotyping and sequencing techniques. Times and costs reduction have boosted the production

of  genetic  data,  which,  in  combination with sophisticated methods and  extensive  computer

resources, allows for more refined genetic analyses. However, modest dataset sizes could still

be useful for obtaining information about large-scale demographic events, while reducing costs.

In this work, I present four research articles that make use of increasingly dense genetic data in

order to shed light on different topics of the history of human Mediterranean populations.

- Testing for differences in the allele distribution of a cancer-associated gene, potentially caused

by the role of the Mediterranean sea as a genetic barrier211.

-  Testing  whether historical  sub-Saharan  gene  flow has  left  detectable  signals  in  genomic

regions associated with coronary artery disease212.

-  Measurement of the Sephardic genetic component in current populations from the Iberian

Peninsula and detection of signatures of the diasporic process213.

-  Use  of  deep-coverage  WGS  data  from  Spanish  Eastern  Pyreneans  to  assess  population

structure  patterns,  analyse  their  demographic  history,  and  evaluate  their  classification  as  a

genetic isolate as well as the epidemiological implications of this.
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SUPERVISORS'  REPORT  ON  THE  IMPACT

FACTOR OF THE PUBLISHED ARTICLES

The doctoral thesis 'Human population genetics in the Mediterranean region. From single

markers  to  whole-genome sequencing'  is  based on the results  of  four original  research

studies carried out by  Miguel Martín Álvarez Álvarez. Two of the studies have been

published  in international  peer  reviewed  journals, and the remaining two studies have been

recently submitted for their consideration.

In all four studies, several questions regarding the demographic and biological history

of human populations of the Mediterranean region are addressed through the analysis

of genetic variation. The quality of the samples obtained and employed, and the state-

of-the-art methods that were carried out, have undoubtedly provided insights to the

field of the human population genetics of the Mediterranean. The  importance  of the

research conducted is demonstrated by the quality of the journals in which two of the studies

have been published.

- The article  Population variation of  LIN28B in the Mediterranean: Novel  markers for

microgeographic discrimination has been published in The American Journal of Human Biology,

which  is  the  official  journal  of  the  Human  Biology Association,  publishing  articles  in  the

interdisciplinary  field  of  Human  Biology.  It  had  an  impact  factor  of  1.780 in  the  year  of

publication (2016), and it is classified in the Scimago Journal Rank (SJR) in the first quartile of

the area 'Anthropology'.  The participation of  Miguel  Martín  Álvarez Álvarez in  this article

consisted of the following tasks:

• Participation in the design of the study together with Dr. Pedro Moral Castrillo

• Genotype determination of the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

• Creation of the genotype database and statistical analysis of the data

• Participation in the manuscript drafting together with Dr. Pedro Moral Castrillo
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- The article  A survey of sub-Saharan gene flow into the Mediterranean at risk loci for

coronary artery disease has been published in  The European Journal of Human Genetics,

which  is the official journal of the European  Society  of  Human  Genetics,  publishing  high-‐

quality papers in the field of human genetics and genomics. It had an impact factor of 3.636

in the year of publication (2017), and it is classified in SJR in the first quartile of the area

'Genetics'. The participation of Miguel Martín Álvarez Álvarez in this article consisted of the

following tasks:

• Participation in the design of the study together with Dr. Pedro Moral Castrillo and Dr.

Georgios Athanasiadis

• Statistical analysis of the data

• Participation in the manuscript drafting together with Dr. Pedro Moral Castrillo and

Dr. Georgios Athanasiadis

-  The  article  Genetic  analysis  of  Sephardic  ancestry  in  the  Iberian  Peninsula  has  been

submitted to  Human Genetics. The participation of Miguel Martín Álvarez Álvarez in this article

consisted of the following tasks:

• Participation in the design of the study together with Dr. Georgios Athanasiadis

• Statistical analysis of the data

• Participation in the manuscript drafting together with Dr. Pedro Moral Castrillo and

Dr. Georgios Athanasiadis

-  The article  High-coverage sequence data  from the Spanish Eastern  Pyrenees  suggest

patterns of population structure and isolation has been submitted to The New England Journal

of Medicine. The participation of Miguel Martín Álvarez Álvarez in this  article consisted of the

following tasks:

• Participation in the design of the study together with Dr. Pedro Moral and Dr. Oscar

Lao

• Sample collection together with Dr. Pedro Moral

• Creation of a digital database containing the genealogical information of the samples 
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• Sample preparation for the shipment to the sequencing facility

• Creation of the genotype database and statistical analysis of the data together with Dr.

Pedro Moral, Dr. Oscar Lao and Iago Maceda

• Participation in the manuscript drafting together with Dr. Pedro Moral, Dr. Georgios

Athanasiadis, Dr. Oscar Lao and Iago Maceda

In addition, it is important to note that none of the co-authors of this article have used the

results of this work in any implicit or explicit way to develop another doctoral thesis. As a

consequence, these articles form part of the doctoral thesis of Miguel Martín Álvarez Álvarez

exclusively.

Signed by 

Dr. Pedro Moral Castrillo Dr. Georgios Athanasiadis

Director Director

Barcelona, 23 July 2019 Barcelona, 23 July 2019
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Álvarez-Álvarez et al., 2016

Population variation of LIN28B in the Mediterranean: Novel markers for

micro-geographic discrimination

Miguel M. Álvarez-Álvarez, Robert Carreras-Torres, Daniela Zanetti, Esteban Vegas and Pedro

Moral

American Journal of Human Biology 2016; 28(6):905-12; doi: 10.1002/ajhb.22887

Resumen en castellano

El  objetivo  de  este  estudio  fue  determinar  si  las  variantes  del  gen  LIN28B  se  encuentran

distribuidas de una manera desigual en la región mediterránea. Para ello, se realizó un análisis

de las distribuciones alélicas de tres polimorfismos de nucleótido único (SNPs) presentes en

dicho gen – concretamente rs7759938, rs314277 y rs221639 – en 24 poblaciones de este ámbito

geográfico.  Estos  SNPs  han  sido  recientemente  relacionados  con  la  edad  a  la  menarquia,

incremento de la estatura en la pubertad, “body mass index” (BMI) en la pubertad, niveles de

exposición a la testosterona en fase prenatal y supervivencia al cáncer.

Un total de 1.197 muestras de ADN fueron genotipadas. Las frecuencias alélicas se emplearon

para  determinar  las  relaciones  interpoblacionales,  usándose  poblaciones  del  Proyecto  1000

Genomas  como  grupos  externos  al  área  mediterránea.  También  se  determinaron  las

distribuciones  genotípicas  poblacionales,  y  se  corroboró  la  presencia  de  una  estructuración

poblacional en el Mediterráneo.

Los  resultados  indican  un  grado  de  variación  significativo  (FST = 0.043,  P < 0.0001).  Las

frecuencias alélicas muestras diferencias significativas entre poblaciones. Un análisis jerárquico

de la varianza es consistente con una diferenciación principal entre las poblaciones de las costas

norte  y  sur  del  Mediterráneo.  Esta  diferencia  es  especialmente  evidente  en  la  inesperada

distribución del SNP rs221639, el cual muestra uno de los valores FST más altos describidos en

la región mediterránea hasta la fecha (11.5%, P < 0.0001).
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La diferenciación  poblacional  y  la  estructuración  de  la  variación  genética,  de  acuerdo  con

estudios previos, indican que los SNPs estudiados son buenas herramientas para el estudio de

las poblaciones humanas mediterráneas, incluso a un nivel microgeográfico.
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Resumen en castellano

Este  estudio  evalúa  la  presencia  de  señales  de  flujo  génico  de  origen  subsahariano  en

poblaciones  del  Mediterráneo,  concretamente  en  cuatro  regiones  genómicas  previamente

asociadas a la enfermedad de las arterias coronarias.

Un total de 366 SNPs fueron genotipados en 772 individuos de 17 poblaciones mediterráneas.

Además, se incluyeron en los análisis las poblaciones Yoruba (YRI) y Han (CHB) del Proyecto

1000 Genomas. Los análises de estructuración poblacional identifican un notorio componente

subsahariano en las muestras Mediterráneas estudiadas. Este componente presenta valores más

elevados  en  las  poblaciones  del  norte  de  África,  las  cuales  además  muestran  una  mayor

proporción de haplotipos subsaharianos. Ello es posiblemente atribuible a unos mayores grados

de  flujo  génico  subsahariano  en  el  norte  de  África  que  en  el  sur  de  Europa.  Análisis

complementarios empleando D-statistics sugieren una posible introgresión de material genético

subsahariano en una de las regiones genómicas estudiadas (10q11).
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Resumen en castellano

Los judíos sefardíes o sefarditas son una de las principales divisiones de la etnia judía, con

presencia en la Península Ibérica ya en época romana. En este estudio empleamos datos a nivel

genómico  para  investigar  el  grado  de  ascendencia  genética  sefardita  en  muestras  de  siete

poblaciones  de  la  Península  Ibérica  y  regiones  adyacentes,  resultante  de  las  conversiones

forzosas que comenzaron en España en el siglo XIV y de la expulsión de aquellos que no se

convirtieron.

Para llevar a cabo este trabajo, usamos también poblaciones del este del Mediterráneo (sur de

Italia, Grecia e Israel) y norteafricanas (Túnez y Marruecos) como representantes actuales de

los componentes ancestrales presentes en las poblaciones a estudiar, y realizamos tanto análisis

clásicos  (PCA,  ADMIXTURE)  como  análisis  basados  en  la  información  haplotípica

(CHROMOPAINTER, fineSTRUCTURE, GLOBETROTTER, RFMix).

Detectamos evidencia de ascendencia genética sefardita en parte de las muestras ibéricas, así

como en el norte de Italia y en Túnez. El componente sefardita parece ser de más reciente

integración  que  el  componente  bereber  en  el  acervo  genético  de  la  Península  Ibérica.  Así

mismo, la menor antigüedad del componente sefardita en el norte de Italia que en la Península

Ibérica podría reflejar la salida de los judíos expulsados en 1492.
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Abstract

The Sephardim are a major Jewish ethnic division whose origins can be traced back to the

Iberian  Peninsula.  We used  genome-wide  SNP data  to  investigate  the  degree  of  Sephardic

admixture  in  seven  populations from the  Iberian  Peninsula  and  surrounding  regions  in  the

aftermath of their religious persecution starting in the late 14 th century. To this end, we used

Eastern Mediterranean (from South Italy, Greece and Israel) and North African (Tunisian and

Moroccan)  populations  as  proxies  for  the  major  ancestral  components  found  in  the  target

populations and carried out unlinked- and linked-marker analyses on the available genetic data.

We report evidence of Sephardic ancestry in some of our Iberian samples, as well as in North

Italy and Tunisia. We find the Sephardic admixture to be more recent relative to the Berber

admixture  following an  out-of-Iberia  geographic  dispersal,  suggesting  Sephardic  gene  flow

from Spain outwards. We also report some of the challenges in assigning Sephardic ancestry to

potentially admixed individuals due to the lack of a clear genetic signature.

Main text

The Sephardic Jews – or Sephardim – are a major Jewish ethnic division whose origins can be

traced back to Spain and Portugal. There is documented presence of Jewish populations in the

Iberian Peninsula and the Maghreb (North Africa, west of Egypt) since the Roman period1. The

fate of  the Sephardim waxed and waned over the centuries,  from periods of  tolerance and

acceptance to eras of persecution, but the turning point occurred in 1391, when the Jews of

Spain  started  to  opt  for  conversion  to  Catholicism in increasing numbers  as  a  response  to

violent attacks and murders. It is estimated that by early 15 th century, half of the approximately

400,000 Jews of Spain had already converted to Catholicism (becoming known as Conversos),

while  only  about  one-quarter  remained  as  openly  practicing  Jews2. In  1492,  the  Catholic

Monarchs of Spain issued the Alhambra Decree – an edict of expulsion whereby all Jews had to

leave Spain by July of the same year.

The total number of Jews who left Spain has been a subject  of controversy, although most

recent estimates are between 50,000 and 80,0003. Part of the expelled Sephardic population

settled in the Western Maghreb, whereas many others found shelter  further  east  in the less
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hostile Ottoman Empire, which at that time included many Levantine and Balkan countries, as

well as Turkey4. Sephardic communities were also established in other parts of Europe, such as

France and Holland, as well as in Latin American countries5. Early on, many Spanish Jews went

to Portugal, which at the time was more tolerant. However, in 1497, Portugal followed suit with

its own Edict of Expulsion, forcing many Spanish and Portuguese Jews to leave Portugal or

convert. It has actually been suggested that Portugal was less tolerant of their Jews to depart,

and more were forced to stay in Portugal and live as Catholics6. Today, both Spain and Portugal

offer citizenship to Jews of documented Sephardic descent.

By 1492, the number of Conversos remaining in Spain may have risen to 200,000 (or even

300,000) out of a total population of approximately 7.5 million and in early 16th century, the

proportion of the population of Sephardic origin is estimated to have been approximately 3-

4%3.  While  soon  after  the  Spanish  and  Portuguese  Inquisitions  Conversos  were  easily

identified, their identity as former Jews was lost over time. Even though intermarriage between

Conversos and Catholics was not commonplace at first, this changed over time, as the Jewish

identity began to be lost. Therefore, one would expect to see evidence of Sephardic genetic

ancestry among present day Iberians on a broad scale, and regionalization of the genetic signal

is possible based on where the largest concentrations of Conversos had been living at the time

of conversions.

Even  though  there  have  been  many  genetic  studies  on  the  origin  of  worldwide  Jewish

populations7–11,  the  genetic  aftermath  of  the  persecution  of  the  Sephardim in  the  Iberian

Peninsula is still poorly understood. A natural question to ask is the degree to which populations

in the Iberian Peninsula show evidence of Sephardic genetic ancestry – and to what extent it

may be regionalized. This question has been primarily addressed with uniparental markers12,13 –

often  with  contrasting  results.  For  instance,  there  is  mtDNA-based  evidence  for  Iberian

admixture in Turkish Jewish communities14. Similarly, another mtDNA study showed that the

Sephardim bore more resemblance to Spanish than to Jewish populations, but the opposite trend

was  observed  for  Y  chromosomes15,16,  a  signal  possibly  reflecting  the  original  Jewish

colonization of Spain. On the contrary, the crypto-Jewish Xuetes from Majorca showed high

frequency in  R0,  a  mitochondrial  lineage  typically  found in  Middle  Eastern  populations  –

including the Jews17.  Recent whole-genome studies have provided valuable insights into the
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genetic structure of the Iberian Peninsula18 (C.B., unpublished data).  However, these studies

lack at best an explicit reference to Sephardic genetic variation, limiting their scope primarily to

North African genetic influences.

In light of the above, this study aims to provide a more detailed picture of the genetic influence

of the Sephardim on a number of populations currently living in the Iberian Peninsula. Such

influence  would  have  probably  been  the  result  of  Sephardic  admixture  into  the  majority

Christian community through the forced conversions that started on a large scale in the late 14 th

century,  continuing  through  the  time  of  the  expulsion  and  beyond.  To  examine  possible

Sephardic admixture into other populations, we extended the geographic scope of our study to

two Maghrebi populations from Morocco and Tunisia, as well as two European populations

from South France and North Italy.

For  this  study,  we  used  genotype  data  from  13  Mediterranean  or  near-Mediterranean

populations of similar sample size (mean N ≈ 40; Table 1). More specifically, we typed 518

individuals (277 males and 241 females) on the Affymetrix 250K Sty array (Affymetrix, Santa

Clara, CA, USA). The geographic origin of the samples is shown in Figure 1. The  Iraqi  and

Sephardic Jewish samples were collected in Israel and represent individuals with self-reported

Iraqi Jewish or Turkish Sephardic grandparents, respectively. We included Iraqi Jews in our

panel in order to account for Middle Eastern Jewish genomic ancestry. All participants provided

written informed consent. Our study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki II

and was approved by the Bioethics Committees of the University of Barcelona, Spain and the

University of California San Francisco, USA.
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Country
Geographic region or

ethnic group
Acronym

Initial

N

N after

QC

N after

fineSTRUCTURE

Spain
Andalusians (Las

Alpujarras)
AND 40 40 40

Spain Basques (Gipuzkoa) BAS 37 37 37

Spain Catalans (Olot) CAT 45 41 39

Spain
Galicians (Santiago de

Compostela)
GAL 34 34 34

Portugal Portuguese (Porto) POR 41 39 39

France
South French

(Toulouse)
SFR 46 46 44

Italy North Italians (Liguria) NIT 31 29 28

Italy

South Italians

(Calabria, Puglia,

Campania & Basilicata)

SIT 35 35 35

Greece Cretans (Crete) CRT 44 44 44

Morocco Berbers (Khenifra) BER 40 39 38

Tunisia Tunisians (Monastir) TUN 41 39 36

Israel Iraqi Jews IRQ 42 38 37

Israel
Sephardic Jews

(Turkish origin)
SPH 42 39 39

Total 518 500 490

Table 1: Summary of the analysed population samples. Sample sizes are shown before and after

quality control (QC), as well as after fineSTRUCTURE clustering.
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Figure 1:  (up)  Location of the

13  Mediterranean  or  near-

Mediterranean  populations

used  in  this  study  (total  N  =

500).  Circles  plus  represent

European  populations;  squares

plus  represent  African

populations;  and  diamonds

represent  Israeli  populations.

(left)  PCA  based  on  156,733

SNPs.  Detailed  information

about  geographic  origin,

abbreviations and sample sizes

is shown in Table 1.

Standard  quality  control  was  performed  with  PLINK  v1.919 and  included  the  removal  of

duplicates,  close  relatives,  extreme  outliers,  as  well  as  individuals  with  >5%  genotype

missingness. We subsequently removed variants with >5% genotype missingness and those that

did not fit per-population Hardy-Weinberg proportions after Bonferroni correction. After quality
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control, a total of 500 samples and 214,338 autosomal single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

were available for downstream analyses.

We performed principal component analysis (PCA) on all 13 populations with PLINK using a

set of 156,733 SNPs obtained after linkage disequilibrium (LD) pruning (r2 threshold = 0.8;

window size = 50; step size = 5). The first PC separates North Africans (Berbers and Tunisians)

from the rest of the populations, whereas the second PC roughly corresponds to the distribution

of  the remaining populations along an  east-west  axis  with the Iraqi  Jews and the Basques

occupying the two extremes (Figure 1).  The PCA plot revealed that  the Sephardic Jews are

genetically  most  similar  to  Eastern  Mediterranean  populations,  such  as  Cretans  and  South

Italians, and to a lesser degree to the Iraqi Jews, in agreement with previous observations7,8. The

observed genetic affinities remained the same after first removing the North Africans (Figure

S1), and then the Eastern Mediterraneans and Jewish populations (Figure S2) from the PCA.

We also ran an unsupervised ADMIXTURE analysis20 using the same SNP set  as  in PCA.

ADMIXTURE corroborated our PCA findings regarding the genetic relationship between the

Jewish populations and the rest of the samples (Figure 2). For K = 3 (i.e. the model with the

smallest cross-validation error = 0.457), Iraqi Jews, Basques and Berbers appear as the most

differentiated and homogeneous clusters (for comparison see Figure 1). For K ≥ 4, the Iraqi

Jews persist as a largely homogeneous cluster, whereas for K = 7 in particular, the Sephardic

Jews acquire their own cluster (in brown), which we can then trace in other populations. This

putatively  Sephardic  component  was  notably  present  in  Tunisia  (27.23%),  but  also  in  the

Iberian Peninsula with the exception of the Basque Country (Galicia: 4.25%; Portugal: 2.39%;

Andalusia: 2.36%; Catalonia: 1.32%), South France (1.56%), North Italy (1.70%) and South

Italy (7.50%). 

We  then  used  CHROMOPAINTER,  fineSTRUCTURE  and  GLOBETROTTER21,22 in  their

default  settings  to  achieve  a  more  detailed  picture  of  population  structure  in  our  samples.

Because our SNP chip was of an older generation, we used liftOver from the University of

California  Santa  Cruz  Genome  Browser  to  update  SNP positions  from  the  NCBI36/hg18

(March 2006) to the GRCh37/hg19 build (February 2009).  To increase the total  number of

available SNPs necessary for  these analyses,  we carried out  genotype imputation using the
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Michigan Imputation Server23 (phasing software: Eagle v2.324; imputation software: Minimac

v323;  reference  panel:  hrc.r1.1.2016;  QC's  reference  population:  mixed  population).  After

filtering for info ≥ 0.995 and removing monomorphic loci and singletons, there were 527,379

phased autosomal SNPs for the painting analyses.

Figure  2:  Ancestral  component  analysis  of  the  13  Mediterranean  or  near-Mediterranean

studied populations assuming K = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7} admixing populations. ADMIXTURE was run

50 times for each K and results were plotted with PONG31. Bar plots show the consensus per-

individual membership to each of the specified ancestral components. Population labels are

described in Figure 1.

We first carried out a painting in which each of the 500 samples was allowed to copy DNA

segments from all of the remaining samples. CHROMOPAINTER returns similarity matrices of
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shared haplotype counts and shared haplotype lengths. We used the count matrix together with

fineSTRUCTURE  to  hierarchically  cluster  the  500  individuals  into  a  Bayesian  consensus

phylogenetic  tree. fineSTRUCTURE returned  a  tree  of  nine  largely  homogeneous  clusters

(Figure S3), which resemble to some extent the results from PCA (Figure 1) and ADMIXTURE

(Figure  2).  As  before,  the  most  differentiated  clusters  were  the  ones  from  North  Africa

(Tunisians and Berbers),  whereas the next node divided the remaining populations into two

clusters: Southwest vs. Southeast Europe (including the two Jewish populations). The clustering

is  consistent  with  geography  with  the  exception  that  North  Italy  was  clustered  with  the

Southwestern populations rather than Southeastern. South Italy and Crete clustered together,

and the Sephardic Jews appeared more closely related to these two populations than to the Iraqi

Jews.  To add more resolution, we repeated the painting using only the Iberian (without the

Basques) and French populations, in which as above each individual was allowed to copy DNA

segments from all other individuals. In this case, fineSTRUCTURE returned a tree with four

overly homogeneous clusters, in which the Galician and Portuguese were the only samples that

did not split according to their labels (and were therefore treated as one group in the subsequent

analyses), while Catalonia, South France and Andalusia formed virtually homogeneous groups

(Figure S4).

We used the information from the two fineSTRUCTURE analyses to select recipient and donor

groups and carried out two additional paintings in which (i) recipients were allowed to copy

DNA segments  only from donors  (i.e.  donor-to-recipient painting)  and (ii)  each  donor was

allowed to copy DNA segments only from other donors (i.e. donor-to-donor painting). For this

particular  analysis,  we  used  CHROMOPAINTER's  length  matrix together  with

GLOBETROTTER to  estimate  South  European,  Sephardic  and  North  African  (i.e.  donors)

admixture proportions in the Iberian, French, North Italian (i.e. recipients) clusters.

Figure  3A shows  the  main  Mediterranean  donor  group  contributions  to  six  Southwestern

European  clusters.  Among  these,  the  highest  Sephardic  admixture  appeared  in  Andalusia

(12.3%; 95%CI: 11.1-13.5%), followed by Galicia and Portugal (11.3%, 95%CI: 10.6-12.1%),

while it  was  5.9% in North Italy (95%CI: 5-6.8%). The  Sephardic component was notably

absent in the Basque Country and South France, as well as in Catalonia (point estimate of

~0.3%, not statistically different from zero).
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Figure  3:  (A) GLOBETROTTER  admixture  profiles  for  six  populations  from  the  Iberian

Peninsula,  France  and  Italy.  Of  the  five  admixture  components  used  in  the  model  (South

European, Berber, North African, Sephardic and Iraqi Jewish), only the first four contributed

substantially to the recipient populations. The South European component included samples

from  South  Italy  and  Crete.  (B) GLOBETROTTER  admixture  profile  for  the  Tunisian

population  using  seven  admixture  components  (South  European,  Sephardic,  Iraqi  Jewish,

Berber, Andalusian, Galician-Portuguese and North Italian). Population legends are described

in Figure 1.

These  results  reflect  the  regionalization  of  Sephardic  admixture  on  the  Iberian  map  and

surrounding regions. Our Sephardic admixture estimates in the Iberian Peninsula were overall

more conservative than those reported elsewhere for Y chromosome data25 (their mean value of

Sephardic ancestry: 19.8% vs. ours: 6%). The Iraqi Jews were the only donor group that did not

contribute to any of the recipient clusters, while the Berber component was present in all of the

Iberian populations (with the exception of Catalonia) and South France, matching historical
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knowledge about the Moorish presence in the Iberian Peninsula during the Middle Ages26, as

well as results from a recent study in the same region (C.B., unpublished data). In addition, the

higher Sephardic ancestry in Galicia and Portugal compared to the rest of the peninsula could

be reflecting the ban on the departure of Jews from the kingdom of Portugal combined with

greater  pressure to  convert  to  Catholicism (thus corroborating historical  hypotheses)  and/or

Sephardic gene flow from Spain to Portugal27,28.

Historical  records show that many Sephardic Jews sought shelter in the Maghreb after they

were  expelled  from  Spain  and  Portugal1. In  light  of  this,  we  performed  an  additional

CHROMOPAINTER and  GLOBETROTTER analysis,  this  time  using  Tunisians  as  the

recipient  population,  and  all  of  the  remaining  clusters  as  donors,  in  order  to  estimate  the

Sephardic influence in North Africa (Figure 3B). The analysis showed that the main ancestry

contributors  for  Tunisia  were  the  Berbers  (55.8%;  95%CI:  55.3-56.3%)  followed  by  the

Sephardic Jews (24.1%; 95%CI:  23.2-25%),  and to  a  lesser  extent by the remaining donor

clusters. Even though the Sephardim were present in Tunisia, it is unlikely that their genetic

contribution is as high as reported here by either ADMIXTURE or GLOBETROTTER. The rate

of conversion of Sephardic Jews into the local Muslim population was low and intermarriage

between Jews and Muslims has been limited throughout their history29. Rather, we attribute this

high percentage to lacking an appropriate reference population that reflects better the historical

background  of  Tunisia  (e.g.  a  proxy  population  for  the  Phoenicians).  In  Antiquity,  the

Phoenicians not only had a major capital in Tunisia (Carthage), but also significant outposts in

the Iberian Peninsula. As a Levantine population, the Phoenicians were probably genetically

very similar to the ancestral Jewish populations of the Mediterranean. Bearing this in mind, we

note that our Sephardic estimates for the Iberian Peninsula are potentially also liable to the

same issue and should therefore be interpreted as an upper bound.

Finally, in order to provide temporal context for our observations in Southwestern Europe, we

inferred local ancestry on phased chromosomes using RFMix30. RFMix takes into account LD

among  markers  and  identifies  ancestry  tracts  originating  in  each  of  the  chosen  admixing

populations.  For  this  analysis,  target  populations  included  only  samples  with  considerable

Sephardic ancestry, i.e. Andalusia, Galicia-Portugal and North Italy. We inferred local ancestry

patterns  on  target  populations  as  the  result  of  a  three-way  admixture  between  Sephardim,
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Berbers and Iberians. Sephardic genetic variation was represented by the Sephardic Jews (N =

39); Berber variation by the Moroccan Berbers (N = 38); and Iberian variation by 10 samples

from Andalusia and Portugal that showed high membership (≥99%) to the yellow cluster for K

= 7 in Figure 2. We ran RFMix three times, assuming time of admixture g = {10, 25, 40}

generations ago. The patterns of tract length distribution were qualitatively similar across all

three choices of g (differing only in scale), so we chose to focus the rest of our report on g = 25

(~625 years before present).

Figure 4A shows the distribution of migrant tract lengths for the pooled Iberian populations

(Andalusia and Galicia/Portugal), whereas Figures S5-7 show the same distribution for each

population  and  each  time  of  admixture  g  separately.  In  all  cases,  Sephardic  tracts  were

predominant  over  Berber  tracts,  both  in  frequency  and  in  length,  implying  more  recent

admixture with the Sephardim than with the Berbers.

We then checked whether Sephardic tract length for each of the three populations under study

correlated with geography. Figures 4B-C show the relationship (i) between geographic location

and  median  Sephardic  tract  length,  and  (ii)  between  geographic  location  and  variance  in

Sephardic  tract  length for  the three  target  populations,  whereas  Figure  S8 shows the same

information for g = {10, 40}. Even though the effect is subtle, we detected a geographic pattern,

with ancestry tracts looking younger (higher median length and variance) outside Iberia and

older (lower median length and variance) inside Iberia. Combined with the relative tract length

distribution (Figure 4A), we interpret these observations as suggestive of recent Sephardic gene

flow from the Iberian Peninsula towards the East of the Mediterranean. In addition, tract lengths

in  the  two  Iberian  populations  (i.e.  Andalusia  and  Galicia-Portugal)  followed  very  similar

distributions (Figures 4B-C), probably reflecting near-contemporary admixing events.
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Figure 4: (A) Distribution of Sephardic, Berber and Iberian migrant tracts (1-cM bins) in a

pooled sample made up of Andalusians and Galician-Portuguese assuming time of admixture g

= 25 generations ago. Migrant tract length was calculated by subtracting initial from final

genomic position (in cM) of each tract as reported by RFMix. Tract length calculations were

restricted  within  chromosome arms,  thus  omitting  centromeres.  Berber  tracts  were  notably

shorter  than  Sephardic  tracts,  suggesting  that  Berber  admixture  is  older  than  Sephardic

admixture in the Iberian Peninsula. (B) Jitter and box plot of (i) median Sephardic tract length

and (ii) variance of Sephardic tract length for Andalusians, Galician-Portuguese and North

Italians. Sephardic migrant tracts look younger (i.e. with larger median and variance) outside

the Iberian Peninsula. Population legends are described in Table 1.

Recent whole-genome studies on the structure of worldwide Jewish groups showed that current

Sephardic populations are more related to other Jewish and Middle Eastern groups than to non-

Jewish Spaniards and Northwest Africans7–9. Here, we detected a Sephardic component in the

Iberian Peninsula, as well as North Italy and Tunisia. A possible reason for this discrepancy

could  be  the  methods  used;  we  observed  that  PCA did  not  detect  the  Sephardic  genetic

influence in the Iberian Peninsula (Figures 1B and 2), yet haplotype-based methods such as

CHROMOPAINTER and RFMix, were more powerful at picking up signatures of Sephardic
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admixture  (Figures  3  and  4).  We  therefore  recommend  haplotype-based  methods  for  the

discovery of Sephardic admixture signals in follow-up studies.

An interesting question regarding the era of the Unification of  Spain is  whether  admixture

between the  Christian,  Muslim and Jewish groups was  mainly ancient  or  promoted  by the

persecution and consecutive conversion. The relative frequency of migrant tracts suggests that

Sephardic admixture is notably more recent than Muslim admixture. Given that the presence of

Sephardic populations in the Peninsula predates the Arab invasion, this can be interpreted as

Sephardic admixture occurring in more recent times, perhaps as intermarriage under the newly

acquired  Catholic  label.  An  additional  hint  that  corroborates  this  idea  comes  from  the

distribution of Sephardic tracts along Southwestern Europe, as Sephardic gene flow seems to

follow an out-of-Iberia pattern, being more recent outside the Iberian Peninsula, although more

samples from their potential route to the East are warranted to draw clearer conclusions.

The high percentage of Sephardic ancestry in Tunisia (and probably also Northern Italy, even

though  the  numbers  there  are  quite  smaller),  as  reported  both  by  ADMIXTURE  and

GLOBETROTTER, does not match historical expectations. We believe that this could be due to

the  lack  of  a  more  appropriate  Levantine  donor  population  for  the  painting  of  Tunisian

chromosomes.  This  observation  hints  at  the  lack  of  sufficient  specificity  in  the  Sephardic

genetic signature, probably reflecting a less tumultuous demographic history for the Sephardim

compared to e.g. the Ashkenazim. We therefore interpret our admixture estimates as an upper

bound.

In this study, we reassessed Sephardic ancestry in the genetic pool of the Iberian Peninsula and

parts  of  Northwest  Africa.  To  do  so,  we  used  a  sample  of  Israelis  with  all  four  of  their

grandparents of Turkish Sephardic descent as a proxy for a Sephardic-descended population. In

our analyses, Sephardic ancestry was present in many but not all of the studied samples from

the Western Mediterranean, possibly reflecting the regionalization of Sephardic admixture and

the historical particularities of each region. The observed geographic patterns serve as a starting

point  to  test  more  specific  hypotheses  about  the  course  of  events  around  the  time  of  the

persecution of the Sephardim in the Iberian Peninsula. Future research should include a broader
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geographic scope encompassing not only the Mediterranean but also other parts of the globe

(J.C., unpublished data) and, ideally, denser SNP arrays.
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Resumen en castellano

Las  poblaciones  aisladas  son  infrecuentes  en  Europa,  dada  la  historia  demográfica  del

continente. No obstante, las poblaciones aisladas genéticamente son importantes desde un punto

de vista  médico,  ya que suelen mostrar  patrones singulares de mutaciones deletéreas  y una

elevada incidencia de ciertas enfermedades monogénicas recesivas raras. Este fenómeno se ha

interpretado como una consecuencia de la incapacidad de la selección purificadora de eliminar

estas variantes dañinas en poblaciones de tamaño reducido.

En este  estudio,  se ha analizado la  secuencia  genómica completa  con alta  cobertura de  30

individuos de cinco regiones del Pirineo español oriental, el cual, por su situación geográfica,

podría ser una población genéticamente aislada. 

Los análisis de estructuración poblacional en el contexto de la Península Ibérica sugieren que

esta  región  ha  estado  aislada  históricamente.  Además,  análisis  basados  en  deep  learning

sugieren una reducción drástica del tamaño efectivo poblacional en tiempos históricos. Por otra

parte, análisis  in silico muestran que las muestras portan en su genoma una carga menor de

mutaciones  raras  altamente  deletéreas  que  las  muestras  del  Proyecto  1000  Genomas  IBS

(España) y FIN (Finlandia).  Ello se ve apoyado en estudios anteriores que sugieren que un

aislamiento a largo plazo y un declive en el tamaño poblacional pueden causar la eliminación de

una gran parte de las mutaciones dañinas.
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Abstract

Given  the  demographic  history  of  Europe,  human  genetic  isolates  in  the  continent  are

unfrequent. Nevertheless, genetic isolates are important from a medical point of view, because

they usually show distinctive patterns of rare deleterious mutations and a higher frequency of

rare recessive monogenic diseases. This phenomenon has been interpreted as a consequence of

the failure of purifying selection to successfully remove these variants from the population.

Nevertheless,  it  has  also  been  shown in  other  species  that  long  term genetic  isolation  and

population decline can facilitate the cleaning of damaging recessive mutations. In this work we

have  analysed  the  genome of  30  individuals  from five  different  valleys  from the  Spanish

Eastern  Pyrenees (SEP)  sequenced  at  40×,  which  for  their  geographical  location  could  be
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potentially  a  genetic  isolated  population.  All  our  analyses  of  population  structure  with  the

Iberian IBS from the 1000 Genomes Project (1000G) suggest that SEP is a genetic isolate. In

silico burden allele analyses suggest that SEP individuals carry in their genome a lower amount

of  rare  damaging  mutations  compared  to  IBS  and  the  Finnish  FIN  population  of  1000G.

Furthermore, our ABC-DL analyses suggest a strong 10-fold decline in the effective population

size of the SEP during the last 100 generations, thus supporting the hypothesis that long term

isolation and population decline can explain the reduction in the pool of burden alleles in SEP.

Introduction

From a genetic point of view, genetic isolated populations are characterized by an enrichment of

homozygote  segments  and  linkage  disequilibrium  compared  to  non-isolated  populations1.

Usually, genetically isolated populations show a set of particular recessive monogenic diseases

due to unique mutations not shared with other population2. However, it has also been shown in

other studies that long term isolation and endogamy can clean the genome from deletereous

mutations  by  increasing  homozygosity,  leading  to  a  purge  of  most  recessive  deleterious

mutations3.

Previous studies have consistently shown that, as a general trend, the genetic diversity of the

European population at a continental level correlates with geography and it is not shaped by

strong genetic barriers4,5. Similar results have been obtained when analysing at a regional level

the population structure within some countries6–8. However, in other countries more complex

patterns have been found, reflecting geographic barriers9, and historical migration events10,11.

Overall,  these results suggest  that  the genetic  diversity of the European continent has  been

shaped by a pattern of isolation by distance within the European continent and a large number

of migrations12. So far, very few European populations have been described as genetic isolates.

Genetic isolation within the European continent can be due to cultural factors such as religion

or language13,14 and/or the presence of geographic barriers such as oceans15–18 or mountains19.

In  this  context,  the  human populations  of  the  Pyrenees  appear  as  a  particularly  interesting

genetic isolate candidate within Europe20. These populations are of an almost exclusively rural

nature,  and  they  are  settled within  a  mountainous  chain  that  creates  a  barrier  between the
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Iberian Peninsula and the rest of Europe, as well as between the Pyrenean valleys themselves.

The ancient Pyrenees are considered to have been culturally heterogeneous21, and several pre-

Roman  tribes  from the  Spanish  Eastern  Pyrenees  (SEP)  mentioned  by  ancient  sources  are

already distributed  roughly following a West-East  axis,  such  as  the Airenosini  (Pallars,  Alt

Urgell), Bergistani (Alt Urgell, Bergueda) and Castellani (Ripolles, Garrotxa). It is estimated

that the Roman and Visigoth people only represented a 2.2-4.4% of the SEP population, while

the  Islamic  conquest  lasted  only  80  years22.  Current  administrative  regions  are  somewhat

represented  by  the  medieval  counties  Pallars  Jussa,  Urgell  (Alt  Urgell),  Berga  (Bergueda;

actually a  pagus  belonging to the county of Cerdanya),  and Besalu, which included current

Ripoll (Ripolles) and Olot (Garrotxa). Furthermore, their rural condition ensures that they have

been  barely influenced  by the  internal  migration processes  of  the last  century,  which have

operated mainly on an urban level, and the barrier condition of the Pyrenees suggests that these

populations could present some degree of genetic structure. Additionally, these facts combined

could  also  imply  some  degree  of  genetic  isolation  and  endogamy,  which  could  lead  to  a

significantly  higher  genetic  risk  for  complex  diseases  compared  to  that  of  general  urban

populations2.

To the best  of our knowledge,  few genetic  studies  have included samples from the human

populations of SEP.  Previous studies used classical markers, such as blood markers, proteins

and  HLA antigens23 and  immunoglobulin  data20,  but  they  fail  in  finding  any  pattern  of

population structure at all. A Y chromosome polymorphism study detects a subtle degree of

structure in the whole Spanish Pyrenees mountain range24.  The most recent one including a

reduced number of samples from the Pyrenees and considering microarray data did not identify

any genetic difference with other Iberian samples18.

In the present study we have characterized the genetic variation of the SEP population from five

administrative regions (Pallars, Alt Urgell, Berga, Ripolles and Garrotxa) making use, for the

first time, of high-coverage whole-genome sequencing (WGS) data. This allowed the use of

powerful  haplotype-based  methods,  revealing  genetic  differences  between  close  groups.

Likewise,  it  ensured  a  non-biased  capture  of  the  allele  frequency  spectrum,  something

necessary in demographic model inference and in the assessment of the relative genetic risk for

disease of  the population.  Another novelty of the study design is that  each participant was
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selected  on  condition  that  the  coordinates  of  the  birthplaces  of  their  four  grandparents  be

located within  the  same administrative  region.  This  requisite,  in  combination  with  a  mean

sample age of 74.14 years,  resulted in a sample containing fine-scale geographic information

that is effectively unaffected by the demographic changes occurred during the 20th century.

From a methodological perspective, this work provides new information on the possibilities of

detecting isolated populations in mainland Europe, and, most importantly, we show that long-

term isolation in humans can lead to a decrease in the burden of deleterious mutations. 

Material and methods

WGS datasets

We sequenced the genomes of 30 individuals coming from five SEP administrative regions. All

samples had all their grandparents born in the same sampled region. This dataset represents the

oldest extract of the population, with an average age of 74.14 years and equal proportions of

both  sexes. The  chosen  regions  correspond  to  the  political  separations  stablished  by  the

government and are named comarca (pl.  comarques). In total, five  comarques were sampled

(Garrotxa, Ripollés, Berguedà, Alt Urgell and Pallars), with a total of six samples per region.

The sampling consisted on blood extraction together with the information of the place of birth

from the sampled individual and for the four grandparents. All subjects signed an informed

consent and the study had the approval of

the Ethics Committee of  the University

of Barcelona.

Figure  1.  (large  map)  SEP  regions

sampled  in  the  context  of  Catalonia,

namely  a-Pallars;  b-Alt  Urgell;  c-

Berguedà;  d-Ripollès;  e-Garrotxa.

(small  map)  The  location  of  Catalonia

within Europe. Adapted from Wikipedia.
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Sequencing, SNP calling and data cleaning

Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) was performed at Centre Nacional d'Anàlisi Genòmica of

the Centre for Genomic Regulation (CNAG-CRG) at Barcelona, Spain, using standard Illumina

Paired-ends  sequencing  technology  with  a  read-length  of  150 bp.  The  average  sequencing

coverage of all samples was >40× (36.98x - 43.416x). 

We carried out the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-calling using GATK HaplotypeCaller

v3.625, applying a threshold of at least five Phred >30 reads to call a position, at least 2 reads to

call  a  variant,  and  the  remaining  default  settings  from the  GATK manual26.  We  then  used

BCFtools  to  extract  the biallelic  and  polymorphic  SNPs.  After  this  step,  the VCF file  was

converted to PLINK27 binary file system. The first step of the quality control consisted in the

removal  of  variants  with  more  than  0%  missingness,  and  samples  with  more  than  10%

missingness. Secondly,  we checked for  kinship between our  samples  using  KING28,  which

resulted in the exclusion of one of the individuals from Alt Urgell. The final dataset included a

total of 29 individuals and 9,309,056 biallelic polymorphic SNPs.

Publicly available WGS datasets

In order to make comparisons with populations from other datasets, we merged our data with i)

West Eurasian samples from the Simons Genome Diversity Project (SGDP)29, and ii)Spanish

(IBS) samples from the 1,000 Genomes Project phase 3 (1000G)30, and iii)exome data from the

IBS  and  Finnish  (FIN)  samples  from  1000G. SGDP sequenced  279  individuals  from  129

different populations located in 7 world regions at a mean coverage of 43.29×. On the other

hand, 1000G comprises 2,504 individuals from 26 worldwide populations sequenced at a mean

coverage  of  7.4×.  Upon  request  to  the  Spanish  National  DNA  Bank

(http://www.bancoadn.org/), we obtained information on the region of birth of the grandparents

of the 1000G Spanish samples (IBS), being the same for the four of them in each case. 

West Eurasian samples from the SGDP dataset were converted to PLINK binary file system and

merged with SEP (hereafter SEP-SGDP). After applying the same quality control  described

above, SEP-SGDP included 104 individuals and 5,388,964 SNPs. The merging of SEP and IBS

datasets is  detailed in the section  Coverage downsampling (below). Finally,  the merging of
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exome data  from SEP,  IBS and FIN samples  is  covered  in  the  section  Analyses -  Burden

analysis.

Coverage downsampling

To avoid a potential bias arising from the merging of datasets whose samples were sequenced at

different coverage, i.e. SEP and 1000G, we downsampled the SEP sequence reads to match the

mean coverage of 1000G (7.4×) using the DownsampleSam tool from GATK, with the proper

probability and using the strategy named Chained. We then applied the same stringent variant

calling algorithm described above to both datasets before merging them. 43 IBS individuals

were removed due to specially lower calling rates,  and after removing markers with calling

rates <95%, 5,357,569 markers and 93 individuals  remained. This dataset will be referred to,

hereafter, as SEP-IBS.

 

Analyses

Detection of population structure at a macro- and micro-geographic level 

We used the SEP-SGDP dataset to generate a matrix of similarity between pairs of individuals

using the  1-ibs algorithm provided by PLINK. A classical  multidimensional  scaling (MDS)

analysis  on  the  matrix  was  carried  out  to  plot  the  genetic  relationship  of  SEP with  other

worldwide samples. We applied the same analysis on the SEP-IBS dataset.

To build further on the genetic situation of SEP on a global context, we ran an analysis on the

SEP-SGDP dataset  accounting  for  the  haplotype information to  increase  the  discrimination

power,  using CHROMOPAINTER31 and fineSTRUCTURE31 software.  This method requires

the  use  of  phased  genotypes,  which  were  previously  obtained  with  SHAPEIT232 using  all

defaults and a publicly available genetic map based on the 1000G phase 3 sample. Intuitively,

CHROMOPAINTER finds the longest possible haplotypes that each individual shares with the

remaining samples, and returns similarity matrices of shared haplotype counts and lengths. The

haplotype  counts  matrices  are  used  by  fineSTRUCTURE  to  hierarchically  cluster  the

individuals into a Bayesian phylogenetic tree. 
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In order to seek differential gene flow processes, the haplotype lengths matrices were analysed

with GLOBETROTTER12 to calculate the ancestral components. 

We ran two additional CHROMOPAINTER and fineSTRUCTURE analyses, one with the SEP

dataset to look for fine-scale population structure within the Pyrenees, and another with the

SEP-IBS dataset to look for differences in the structure patterns between SEP and the Spanish

general population.

Identification of genetic barriers

We used the Estimated Effective Migration Surfaces (EEMS)33 algorithm to obtain an estimate

of migration rates between the SEP individuals. The algorithm was run using the similarity

matrices produced by CHROMOPAINTER, applying the default parameters and a total of 1,000

demes to conform the surface on which to situate the individuals.  EEMS was also applied on

SEP-IBS to estimate migration rates between SEP and nearby Spanish samples. In this case, the

default parameters and a total of 1,500 demes were specified.

Estimation of the effective population sizes and time of split of SEP populations

To obtain an orientation of the time of split of the sampled SEP populations, we applied two

different statistical approaches. First, we used SMC++ 1.15.234, which implements a Markovian

coalescence algorithm, assuming a generation time of 29 years and a mutation rate of 1.61e-835. 

Second,  we  modelled  a  simple  demographic history  of  SEP  populations  and  used  an

Aproximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) approach coupled to deep learning (ABC-DL)36 to

estimate the posterior probability distributions of the parameters defining the model. A total of

300,000  simulations  were  generated  using  fastsimcoal237,  each  simulating  7,314  genomic

regions encompassing ~713 Megabases (Mb) assuming a generation time of 29 years and a

mutation rate of 1.61e-8 with a standard deviation of 0.13e-8. 270,000 simulations were used in

the  training  of  the  artificial  neural  network  (ANN)  and  the  remaining  30,000 in  the  ABC

modelling of the algorithm. In the training step, one sample from each comarca was used for

generating the observed jSFS, which was repeatedly merged with the normalized simulations
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after  the  addition  of  random noise  to  avoid  overfitting.  A total  of  10  independent  ANN's

featuring 3 neural layers with 100 neurons each were trained using resilient backpropagation for

a maximum duration of 2.5 hours, or until an error <0.01 was reached. Then, another set of

jSFSs was created using a different sample from each comarca and the remaining normalized

simulations, so that the trained ANNs predicted the corresponding values for each parameter.

This prediction was repeated 100 times with different combinations of individuals to reduce

bias.  The  obtained  values  were  used  in  a  classic  ABC  approach  to  obtain  the  posterior

distribution  of  each  parameter.  Results  are  interpreted  as  a  comparison  between  the  prior

distribution (defined by the user) and the posterior distribution given by the ABC modelling.

Burden analysis

Runs of homozygosity (RoH) were defined in the individuals from the SEP-IBS dataset using

an approach proposed elsewhere38.  This method estimates the likelihood of a genomic track

being homozygote given the population SNP frequencies.

Next, in order to compare the in silico predicted burden of deletereous variants in SEP in the

context of other Spanish samples and a traditionally considered endogamous population, the

Finnish2,  we extracted exome data  from the SEP,  IBS and FIN datasets.  The same variant

calling algorithm detailed above was applied. No downsampling of SEP was required in this

case, as the coverage values in our data are similar to those of the exome regions in 1000G

samples. The merging of SEP, IBS and FIN exome data resulted in  210,529 markers and 235

individuals.  We  annotated  this  subset  of  SNPs  using  SNPSift39,  and then  extracted  those

predicted  to  be  damaging  by  Polyphen240 (both  HVAR  and  HDIV  were  used),

MutationAssessor41,  and  SNPSift.  After  this  filtering,  a  total  of  2,002  SNPs  containing  a

potentially  highly  deleterious  allele  remained.  We  then  tested  for  population-pairwise

differences in the burden of deleterious alleles present in each sample.
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Results

Genetic variation of SEP in a global context

MDS analysis  of  SEP-SGDP distributes  SEP samples  within a  Southwest  European  cluster

(Figure 2).

Figure  2.  MDS  plot  showing  the  relationship  of  SEP regions  with  SGDP West  Eurasian

populations.
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The phylogenetic tree generated in the fineSTRUCTURE analysis of SEP-SGDP distributes all

SEP samples  in  a  private  cluster  shared  with  Basque  samples  from  the  French  Western

Pyrenees, and closely related to other samples from the Iberian peninsula and Sardinia (Figure

3).

Figure 3. fineSTRUCTURE tree of SEP-SGDP dataset. The general geographic origin of the

samples is indicated below each cluster.

The GLOBETROTTER analyses do not support differences between SEP comarques regarding

their West Eurasian genetic ancestry profiles (Supplementary material 1).

Regarding the fine-STRUCTURE analyses of SEP-IBS, we do not detect population structure

in the IBS dataset, while all SEP samples were assigned to a private cluster within the general

Spanish population (Supplementary material 2). A fine-STRUCTURE analysis on the original

(not  downsampled)  IBS  dataset  confirms  this  lack  of  population  structure  (Supplementary

material 3).
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Fine-scale population structure and demographic history of the Pyrenees

The fine-STRUCTURE analysis of SEP identifies two main geographic clusters that broadly

correspond to two set of comarques: Garrotxa-Ripolles and Pallars-Alt Urgell-Bergueda (Figure

4).

In order to confirm this genetic barrier by means of a method that takes into account geographic

information and includes genetic drift in the model, we ran the EEMS algorithm using SEP

data. EEMS identifies a likely migration barrier between the two sets of comarques previously

detected.

Figure 4. (left) Map of SEP showing the samples on the average coordinates of birth place of

their grandparents and painted accordingly to the cluster they belong to. Ripolles samples are

artificially  dispersed  for  the  sake  of  clarity  since  their  coordinates  overlap.  The  map was

generated using the QGIS software42. (right) Simplified fineSTRUCTURE tree of SEP samples,

showing six clusters which can be further summarised in two main groups: Garrotxa-Ripollès

(red and yellow) and Pallars-Alt Urgell-Bergueda (dark green, dark blue, light blue and light

green).
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Next, we repeated the EEMS analyses on SEP-IBS, including only the IBS samples that are

located geographically close to the SEP samples,  namely those from Valencia,  Aragon, and

Catalonia. In addition to the previous result, EEMS identifies a likely migration barrier between

the SEP samples and the IBS samples (see Figure 5). Overall, these analyses support that SEP is

a potential genetic isolate compared to other Spanish populations.

Figure  5.  EEMS  results  show  a  genetic  barrier  (colours  representing  values  below  zero)

between Bergueda and Ripolles. 1500 demes were assumed.

Since  genetic  isolates  tend  to  show a  particular  demographic  history,  we  applied  different

methods to  the SEP dataset  to  describe recent  demographic  processes.  The SMC++ results

suggest a split time between the two SEP population sets occurring in ~300PE (Present Era),
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95%CI(~1300PE - ~2700BPE). This result was used as a reference for,  and refined by, the

ABC-DL analyses. ABC-DL results show that the five SEP populations have endured a strong

(10-fold) population decline during the last ~100 generations. 

Statistics of genetic isolates in the Pyrenees and comparison with IBS

The  long-time  reduction  in  effective  population  size  in  SEP  points  to  a  traditionally

endogamous population. To confirm this, we analysed the distribution of RoH in the SEP-IBS

dataset, as this is a classical measure for defining genetic isolates. As shown in Figure 6, RoH

tend to be longer in the case of  the SEP samples than in the general  IBS population, thus

supporting higher inbreeding in SEP. 

Figure 6. Ordinary kriging with discrete interpolation based on SEP-IBS mean RoH lengths,

increasing from white to red. The distribution of mean RoH lengths was normalized using a

logarithmic transformation. The respective Comunidad Autónoma, Province or comarca names

are shown. The ordinary kriging and maps were generated with the QGIS software.
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Within the SEP dataset, RoHs analyses suggest that the western comarques, namely Pallars and

Alt Urgell tend to show an enrichment of RoHs, suggesting that inbreeding could have been

more severe in these populations. Further analyses on LD patterns show that Alt Urgell has a

smaller LD decay over genomic distance compatible with a higher amount of inbreeding and

lower effective population size.

Burden analysis

It  has  been  previously  shown  that  recent  human  genetic  isolates  and/or  highly  inbred

populations tend to be enriched for deleterious mutations due to the ineficiency of purifying

selection to remove these mutations from the genome3. We wondered whether this would apply

in  the  case  of  SEP,  since  our  previous results  suggest  that  it  might  be  a  long-term inbred

population. We thus considered 2,002 exomic loci in which the presence of a highly deletereous

mutation is predicted. Comparing the distributions of the individual burden of these mutations

between SEP, IBS and FIN populations showed no differences regarding the number of variants

homozygous for the deletereous mutation. However, in agreement with the categorization of

FIN as an isolated and endogamous population, we observed that FIN samples present a higher

number of such variants in heterozygosity compared to SEP and IBS samples, and proportional

to non-synonymous benign genetic variation in heterozygosity. 

In addition, SEP shows an overall depletion of variants in heterozygosity compared to IBS, as

well as a lack of association between the number of deleterious and non-deleterious variants per

individual. We wondered whether this result could be due to some WGS bias for depletion of

rare alleles in SEP when compared to samples from the other datasets, since highly deletereous

alleles  tend  to  be  rare  and  both  datasets  have  been  generated  with  different  sequencing

technologies.  Therefore,  it  could  be  the  case  that  the  lack  of  association  between  rare

deletereous  alleles  and  benign  alleles  in  SEP compared  to  the  other  two  populations  is  a

methodological  artifact.  To account  for  this  putative bias,  we randomly matched each SNP

containing a highly deleterious allele with a SNP containing a benign mutation in the three

populations. We resampled 1,000 times and calculated the Spearman correlation coefficients for

each population in the same manner as before. If the observed lack of correlation between the
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number of heterozygous variants containing either a deleterious or a benign allele in SEP were

due to sequencing bias, we would expect that the association between both variables would

increase by this procedure. However, the distribution of correlation coefficients of SEP consists

of values significantly non-different from zero, contrary to those of IBS and FIN. 

Another concern arises from the fact that, unlike the 1000G dataset, the SEP sample includes

only elderly (>70 years old) individuals. Damaging mutations could have prevented reaching

such advanced age, and therefore the SEP sample would be biased towards individuals with a

low burden of such mutations. However, the highly deletereous condition of these mutations

means  that  they  are  largely  incompatible  with  life  from  an  early  age.  This  hypothesis  is

supported  by  the  absence  of  between-population  differences  in  homozygous  rates  for  this

mutations.

Discussion

Genetic  isolates  are unfrequent in Europe.  The European genetic variation has been mostly

shaped by large migratory events and by isolation by distance processes,  so geographically

close individuals tend to be also genetically related and this relationship decays with distance4,5.

However, genetic isolates are interesting from both a demographic and a medical point of view.

In particular, European genetic isolates have been traditionally associated to showh a higher

number of rare Mendelian diseases3 and they can help on identifying genetic variants associated

to complex diseases43.

The potential condition of the Spanish Eastern Pyrenean (SEP) population as a genetic isolate,

due to the orography of the Pyrenean mountains, makes it of particular interest. However, so far

it has been poorly characterized from a genetic point of view, with the few existing studies

using only classical markers20,23 or microarray data on a small sample size18. In this study, we

have  analysed  for  the  first  time  the  genetic  variation  of  individuals  from  SEP using  next

generation sequencing data of high quality.

Our MDS analyses broadly situate the genetic diversity of the SEP samples within the Iberian

context (Figure 2),  in accordance to the results obtained elsewhere using microarray data18.

However,  when  we  applied  haplotype-based  methods,  statistically  more  powerful31,  SEP
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samples  appear as a distinct group within the Iberian populations, and closely related to the

Basque population from the SGDP dataset (Figure 3), as suggested elsewhere24. Furthermore,

SEP presents fine-scale population structure, with two clearly separated clusters splitting the

region  into  Western  (Pallars,  Alt  Urgell  and  Bergueda)  and  Eastern  (Ripolles,  Garrotxa)

subgroups (Figure 4). This is confirmed by the EEMS analyses.

These results contradict previous studies that employ microarray data18. This could be due to

differences in methodology, since analysing array-based data using methods that do not account

for  the  haplotype  information  lack  in  discrimination  power.  In  fact,  when  we  ran

fineSTRUCTURE on the SEP dataset using the SNPs common to those used by Biagini et al.,

we failed to  retrieve the observed  population structure observed  when all  the genome was

considered (Supplementary material 4). However, using this SNP set in the SEP-IBS dataset

still assigns SEP samples to a private cluster within the fineSTRUCTURE tree of IBS samples,

albeit in this case the SEP cluster contains also some IBS samples (Supplementary material 5).

This  could  be  due  to  our  SEP sample  being  fully  represented  by  the  sample  size  of  29

individuals, while Biagini et al. incorporates just four samples from this region.

The fine-scale population structure observed in SEP could be caused in part by the orography of

the considered geographic region, with long mountainous ranges and river valleys that could

have kept  both sides of  SEP mutually  isolated until  recent  times.  Prolonged isolation from

neighbouring regions could have reinforced20 the cultural stratification in reported by classical

sources from the 1st millennium BPE. In this line, ABC-DL analyses suggest that the population

structure in SEP could have an origin in the 5th century BPE. Moreover, EEMS analyses identify

a  depletion  of  migration  between  SEP  and  surrounding  Spanish  populations  (Figure  5).

Furthermore,  the absence of differences between  comarques with respect to their patterns of

Western Eurasian ancestry,  as  shown in the GLOBETROTTER results,  suggests that  recent

differential gene flow can not explain such stratification (Supplementary material 1).  Finally,

our  ABC-DL analyses  suggest  that  the effective  population sizes  of  the analysed  Pyrenean

populations have suffered a systematic decline (10-fold) during the past 100 generations. This is

in agreement with the observed longer RoH in SEP than in the general  Spanish population

(Figure 6), which constitutes an indicative of inbreeding.
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While similarly low numbers of sites homozygous for rare and highly deletereous mutations

suggest the same rates of purifying selection on homozygotes both in IBS and SEP populations,

the significantly lower amount of heterozygous sites containing such a mutation in SEP seems

to be caused  by  a  general  loss  of  rare  variants  associated  with the  pronounced population

decline reported here. This agrees with several studies on long-term isolated populations where

this results in removal of deleterious alleles3,44.

In this work, a genetic isolate displaying fine-scale population structure has been identified in

mainland Europe, through the analysis of high coverage WGS data accompanied by detailed

genealogical  information. Further  analyses will  be required to study if the observed pattern

extends to other geographic regions, both at the Spanish and French side, of the Pyrenees.
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The human demographic history of the Mediterranean region has long been studied, employing

the  methodologies  available  in  each  era.  Nonetheless,  there  are  still  numerous  unanswered

questions  that  the  recent  incorporation  of  massive  genetic  data  analyses  is  contributing  to

resolve. In this work, I presented four original research articles that make use of either sparse or

dense genetic data for addressing some increasingly complex issues, namely the role of the

Mediterranean  sea  as  a  historical  barrier  to  gene  flow,  the  impact  of  sub-Saharan  genetic

introgression on susceptibility to coronary artery disease (CAD) in Mediterranean populations,

the presence of signatures of Sephardic Jewish ancestry in current Iberian populations, and the

existence of a population isolate in the Spanish Eastern Pyrenees that shows microgeographical

population structure and a depletion of highly deleterious mutations

On the study of the Mediterranean as a 

historical barrier to gene flow

LIN28B is a gene of clinical relevance due to its reported role in development and cancer. In

this study, we assessed the geographic allelic distribution in 24 Mediterranean populations of

three SNPs located at, or surrounding, this gene: rs7759938, located in the promoter region;

rs314277, in the second intron; and rs221639, in the 3' region. Furthermore, rs7759938 and

rs314277 have been related to the age at menarche, pubertal height growth, peripubertal body

mass index, levels of prenatal testosterone exposure, and cancer survival. To date, there are no

associations found for rs221639. 

We discovered significant genetic heterogeneity (FCT = 0.034, p-value < 0.0001) between the

North and South coasts of the Mediterranean Basin211, in consistency with other studies that

stress this axis as the main component of genetic differentiation in the region173,174,214–218. Natural
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selection does not seem to be an explanation for this differentiation, also in agreement with

previous studies219.

The higher MAF of rs221639 in North African groups compared to that of Southern Europe

populations could be explained by higher gene flow from sub-Saharan populations, which show

a  MAF  of  0.41  in  the  1000G  database.  This  could  be  also  the  reason  for  the  higher

heterozygosity (H) levels observed in North Africa since, on one hand, sub-Saharan populations

are characterized by a high H compared to other populations and, on the other, the increase in H

after an admixture event in directly correlated to the proportion of ancestry contributed by the

minor group. In addition, the inclusion of sub-Saharan populations from the 1000G in a genetic

barrier  analysis  shows  that  the  main  barrier  to  gene  flow  between  African  and  European

populations is located in the Saharan area, rather than in the Mediterranean Basin.

From a methodological point of view, this work shows that sparse genetic data can provide

enough  statistical  power  to  detect  population  structure  caused  by  geographic  barriers.

Furthermore,  LIN28B appears to be a useful genomic region for studying genetic variation in

Mediterranean  populations.  In  particular,  the  between-population  variation observed  for  the

rs221639 SNP (FCT = 0.101, p-value < 0.0001) is higher than what was previously reported

using other  loci  in the same populations163,  and it  lies  within the range shown by ancestry

informative markers (AIM) in European populations220, making it a good ancestry informative

marker (AIM) candidate in the context of the Mediterranean region.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the use of a low number of markers in population genetics

studies can lead to problems such as the presence of outlier populations as a result of genetic

drift, and lack of statistical power for detecting more subtle differentiation patterns than the

ones observed in this case.
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On the sub-Saharan introgression in 

genomic regions linked to coronary artery 

disease

Through the comparative study of the variation of 366 SNPs located in four coronary artery

disease (CAD)-linked genomic regions (1p13.3, 1q41, 9p21 and 10q11) between Mediterranean

populations,  in  combination  with  the  inclusion  of  world  populations  in  the  analyses  (Han

Chinese and Yoruba from 1000G), we provide insights into how gene flow of sub-Saharan

origin may have played a role in the current geographic distribution of variants associated with

CAD in the Mediterranean212.

The Mediterranean populations studied present a significant sub-Saharan component, which is

more prevalent in North Africa than in Southern Europe, in accord with previous studies that

suggest a more intense sub-Saharan gene flow into North Africa due to geographic proximity

and/or the potential role of the Mediterranean sea as a genetic barrier. Among the European

populations, Sicily, Girona, Valencia and Andalusia present a higher sub-Saharan component in

the studied genome regions (26%, 22%, 19% and 17%, respectively). This, in agreement with

historical North African influence in these regions during the Middle Ages221, suggests that sub-

Saharan introgression in  North  Africa  was secondarily  transmitted to  European populations

through gene flow related to conquest and migration.

D-statistics further suggest potential sub-Saharan introgression into the Mediterranean at the

10q11 region. This region includes CXCL12, a gene that codes for a chemokine ligand linked to

cardiovascular disease with protective effects222. Potential signals of balancing selection have

been identified at 10q11214, implying that natural selection could have maintained this signal of

sub-Saharan  gene  flow  in  this  genomic  region  by  favouring  admixed  individuals  against

cardiovascular disease.

The relatively small size of the studied chromosomal regions and the low number of markers,

although sufficient to suggest introgression, pose a limitation to the robustness of the results

obtained. This could be the reason why none of the Z-scores for 10q11 passed the established |
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Z-score| > 2 significance threshold, as well as for the lack of an optimal cross-validation value

in the ADMIXTURE analysis, warrantying caution at interpretation. In addition, the studied

loci are not the only ones associated with CAD, and another potential bias comes from the fact

that the SNPs used in the analyses were ascertained primarily in European populations. Future

work could address efficiently the above issues by analysing a higher number of CAD regions

and markers, preferably ascertained in unbiased sequence data.

On the signatures of Sephardic ancestry in 

Iberian populations

Using genome-wide array-based data, we detected Sephardic ancestry in some of the studied

populations from the Iberian Peninsula and surrounding regions, suggesting a non-homogenous

presence of the Sephardic admixture. Namely, a significant Sephardic component is present in

Andalusia (12.3%; 95%CI: 11.1-13.5%), Galicia and Portugal (11.3%; 95%CI: 10.6-12.1%),

North Italy (5.9%; 95%CI: 5-6.8%), and Tunisia (24.1%; 95%CI: 23.2-25%), but not in the

Basque  Country,  Catalonia  or  South  France.  The  high  Sephardic  ancestry  in  Galicia  and

Portugal could be reflecting the ban on the departure of Jews from the kingdom of Portugal

combined with greater pressure to convert  to Catholicism and/or Sephardic gene flow from

Spain to Portugal223,224. Our mean Sephardic admixture estimate in the Iberian Peninsula is 6%,

against the 19.8% reported elsewhere for Y chromosome data225. Interestingly, our analyses did

not replicate Adams et al. findings in Basque Country and Catalonia, as we did not obtain a

significantly  non-zero  Sephardic  component  in  these  populations.  Our  overall  more

conservative results can be explained by a potential inflation of ancestry estimates based on

uniparental haplogroups, due to genetic drift or haplogroup non-specificity.

On the other hand, the main ancestry contributors for Tunisia were the Berbers (55.8%; 95%CI:

55.3-56.3%) followed by the Sephardic Jews, in agreement with historical records that show

that many Sephardic Jews sought shelter in the Maghreb after they were expelled from Spain

and Portugal190.  A Berber component was also present in all  the Iberian populations except
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Catalonia, matching historical knowledge about the Moorish presence in the Iberian Peninsula

during the Middle Ages170, as well as results from a recent study in the same region179. In this

line,  local  ancestry  results  show  that  Berber  ancestry  haplotypes  in  the  Iberian  Peninsula

samples  are  notably  shorter  than  Sephardic  ancestry  haplotypes,  further  suggesting  that

Sephardic admixture in the Iberian Peninsula is notably more recent than Muslim admixture.

Given that the presence of Sephardic populations in the Peninsula predates the Arab invasion,

this  can  be interpreted  as  Sephardic  admixture  occurring  in  more  recent  times,  perhaps  as

intermarriage promoted by the persecution and consecutive conversion. This is corroborated by

Sephardic gene flow following an out-of-Iberia pattern along Southwestern Europe, although

more samples from their potential route to the East are warranted to draw clearer conclusions.

Even though historical  accounts show that  the Sephardim were present in Tunisia,  the high

genetic  contribution  that  we  find  in  this  region  is  likely  to  be  inflated,  since  the  rate  of

conversion of Sephardic Jews into the local  Muslim population was low and intermarriage

between Jews and Muslims has been limited throughout their history226. Rather, we attribute this

high percentage to a lack of sufficient specificity in the Sephardic genetic signature to resolve

North African ancestry in the absence of a more appropriate Levantine reference population that

reflects  better  the  historical  background  of  Tunisia  (e.g.  a  proxy  population  for  the

Phoenicians). In Antiquity, the Phoenicians not only had a major capital in Tunisia (Carthage),

but  also  significant  outposts  in  the  Iberian  Peninsula.  As  a  Levantine  population,  the

Phoenicians were probably genetically very similar to the ancestral Jewish populations of the

Mediterranean. In addition, another possible limitation in our North African analysis is the lack

of  a  sub-Saharan  reference  to  account  for  the  important  gene  flow rates  suggested  in  the

previous points.

Recent whole-genome studies on the structure of worldwide Jewish groups have shown that

current Sephardic populations are more related to other Jewish and Middle Eastern groups than

to non-Jewish Spaniards and Northwest Africans176,178,227.  This implies that Sephardic Jewish

haplotypes have a sufficiently specific genetic signature to be detected in the context of the

Iberian  genetic  pool.  PCA did  not  detect  the  Sephardic  genetic  influence  in  the  Iberian

Peninsula,  yet  haplotype-based methods were more powerful  at  picking up these admixture

signatures.  We therefore believe that  haplotype-based methods are more appropriate  for the

study  of  Sephardic  admixture  in  follow-up  studies.  Future  research  to  test  more  specific
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hypotheses about the outcomes of the persecution, conversion, and expulsion of the Sephardim

should include a broader geographic scope, encompassing not only the Mediterranean, but also

other parts of the globe228 and, ideally, denser SNP arrays or WGS data.

On the micro-geographic population 

structure of the Spanish Eastern Pyreneans 

and their status of genetic isolate

By use of the West Eurasian populations of the SGDP as an external reference, Chromopainter

and fineSTRUCTURE analyses show the Spanish Eastern Pyreneans as a distinct genetic group

within the Iberian populations, as well as closely related to the Basque population, as suggested

elsewhere229. A similar analysis, in this case including the Spanish samples from the 1000G

(IBS),  also  shows  the  Spanish  Eastern  Pyreneans  as  a  differentiated  cluster.  Furthermore,

employing the genetic relationship matrices (GRM) generated by Chromopainter, the Estimated

Effective Migration Surfaces (EEMS) algorithm230 reveals lower than expected migration rates

between  the  Spanish  Eastern  Pyrenean  samples  and  nearby  samples  of  the  IBS  dataset,

suggesting isolation. 

The isolation hypothesis is further supported by i)the presence in the Spanish Eastern Pyrenean

samples of overall RoH lengths within the range of those of the 1000G Finnish samples (FIN),

thus longer than in the general Spanish population, which suggests higher inbreeding in the

Spanish  Eastern  Pyreneans  than  in  the  former,  and  ii)a  systematic decline  (10-fold)  in  the

population size of the Spanish Eastern Pyreneans during the past 100 generations, indicated by

the SFS-based ABC-DL analysis.

By applying the haplotype-based methods mentioned above on the Spanish Eastern Pyrenean

samples  exclusively,  we  identified  two  clearly  separated  clusters  that  split  the  region  into

Western (Pallars, Alt Urgell and Berguedà) and Eastern (Ripollès, Garrotxa) subgroups, with

lower than expected migration rates between them. This population differentiation could be
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caused in part by the geography of the Spanish Eastern Pyrenees, with long mountainous ranges

and river valleys that could have kept both sides mutually isolated until recent times. Prolonged

isolation could have reinforced231 the cultural stratification in this region reported by classical

sources  (1st millennium  BPE). In  this  line,  ABC-DL situates  the  estimates  of  the  time  of

population differentiation in SEP in the 5th century BPE. In addition, the GLOBETROTTER

ancestry analysis, based on the GRM of the Spanish Eastern Pyrenean samples combined with

the SGDP dataset,  shows similar  admixture  patterns  for  the  two Spanish Eastern  Pyrenean

subgroups, which suggests that  no recent differential  gene flow seems to have caused such

stratification.

A similar number of SNPs homozygous for rare deleterious mutations suggests the same rates

of  purifying  selection  on  homozygotes  both  in  IBS  and  the  Spanish  Eastern  Pyrenean

populations. On the other hand, the significantly lower number of heterozygous sites containing

such mutations in the Spanish Eastern Pyreneans seems to be caused by a general loss of rare

variants associated with a pronounced population decline, in agreement with several studies on

long-term isolated populations65,66. However, these studies report that this is accompanied by an

increase in frequency of certain rare recessive mutations,  which causes higher incidence of

specific rare genetic diseases and raises the overall burden of highly deleterious mutations. In

the present study, the latter is not the case, which could be attributed to the artifactual absence

of such markers in our dataset.

In conclusion, through the analysis with haplotype and SFS-based methods of high coverage

WGS data accompanied by detailed genealogical information, we have been able to identify a

new genetic isolate in mainland Europe, which further shows patterns of fine-scale population

structure.
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-  Sparse  genetic  data  provide  enough  power  to  detect  the  North-South  axis  as  the  main

component of genetic differentiation in the Mediterranean, as reported elsewhere.

- The rs221639 polymorphism could be a good ancestry-informative marker candidate in the

context of the Mediterranean region.

- The presence of higher heterozygosity levels,  as well as a larger sub-Saharan ancestry, in

North African populations compared to those observed in Southern Europe, are attributable to

higher gene flow from sub-Saharan Africa due to geographic proximity and/or the potential role

of the Mediterranean sea as a genetic barrier.

-  A sub-Saharan  ancestral  component  is  detectable  in  Mediterranean  populations  at  four

sparsely genotyped genomic regions previously associated with coronary artery disease.  D-

statistics further suggest possible sub-Saharan introgression into the genomic region 10q11, that

encompasses the chemokine ligand coding gene  CXCL12, and for which potential signals of

balancing selection have been identified.

- Using genome-wide array-based data, we detect a genetic component of Sephardic origin in

the Iberian populations of Northern Portugal, Galicia, and Andalusia. These results are a more

conservative revision of a previous study based on  Y chromosome haplogroups.

-  More  recent  Sephardic  than  Berber  admixture  in  the  Iberian  Peninsula  suggests  that  the

admixture  between  Jewish  and  Christian  groups  took  place  fundamentally  during,  and  in

posteriority to, the persecution and mass forced conversions.
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- Sephardic admixture dates follow an out-of-Iberia dispersal pattern, confirming a Sephardic

diaspora route via Southwest Europe.

- Haplotype-based analyses on high-coverage whole-genome sequence data show the Spanish

Eastern Pyrenean population as a distinct group within an Iberian context, closely related to the

Basques.

- The Spanish Eastern Pyrenees region is genetically divided into two clearly separated Western

and Eastern subgroups. This genetic stratification is estimated to have taken place in the 5 th

century BPE.

- The classification of the Spanish Eastern Pyreneans as a population isolate is supported by the

detection of a genetic barrier between the Spanish Eastern Pyrenees and the rest of Spain, a 10-

fold decline in the effective population size during the last 100 generations, and the presence of

longer runs of homozygosity in the Spanish Eastern Pyrenean population.

- The depletion of heterozygotes at loci containing a deleterious mutation in the Spanish Eastern

Pyreneans  seems  to  be  in  agreement  with  several  studies  that  show  increased  purifying

selection  rates  affecting  many  rare,  highly  deleterious  mutations  in  populations  that  have

undergone long-term bottlenecks and isolation.
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INTRODUCCIÓN

Genética de poblaciones humanas

Avances en el estudio de la genética de poblaciones humanas

Durante las primeras décadas del siglo XX, Fisher, Haldane y Wright sentaron las bases de la

genética  de  poblaciones,  integrando  la  teoría  de  la  evolución  de  Darwin,  las  leyes

fundamentales de la herencia genética de Mendel, y la estadística. Desde entonces, un largo

número  de  hitos  ha  guiado  el  estudio  temprano  de  la  genética  de  poblaciones  humanas,

incluyendo el descubrimiento de la naturaleza y estructura del DNA, el desarrollo de métodos

de secuenciación (e.g. Sanger) y amplificación (PCR), y la teoría neutralista de la evolución

molecular. La comparación de proteínas polimórficas en diferentes poblaciones por Cavalli-

Sforza et  al.  permitió trazar los patrones de migración generales seguidos por los humanos

modernos.  Algunos  marcadores  genéticos  típicamente  empleados  en  la  comparación  de

poblaciones son los microsatélites,  polimorfismos de restricción, inserciones  Alu,  haplotipos

uniparentales (genoma mitocondrial y cromosoma Y), y los polimorfismos de nucleótido único

(SNP).

Un SNP es un nucleótido que presenta al menos una base nitrogenada alternativa en parte de la

población.  Los  SNPs son los marcadores genéticos más usados actualmente,  principalmente

debido a ser los más abundantes en el genoma. Los chips de genotipación permiten evaluar los

patrones de variación de SNPs comunes por una fracción del  precio de secuenciación.  Sin

embargo, la falta de SNPs raros en el diseño de estos chips supone un sesgo importante, tanto

para  el  estudio  de  la  demografía  como  para  la  identificación  de  variantes  asociadas  a

enfermedades.

El Proyecto Genoma Humano, llevado a cabo entre 1990 y 2004, generó la primera secuencia

genómica  de  referencia,  la  cual  se  actualiza  periódicamente.  La  existencia  de  un  genoma
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consenso  de  referencia,  unido a  las  técnicas  de  secuenciación  masivas  introducidas  en  la

primera década de este siglo, permite la genotipación rápida, y relativamente barata, de miles a

millones  de  marcadores  genéticos  en  números  elevados  de  muestras.  Esta  cantidad  de

información genética sin precedentes ha facilitado el estudio de procesos demográficos como la

migración, la estructuración poblacional, el mestizaje, la selección natural, y la hibridación con

humanos  arcaicos,  incluso  a  escalas  geográficas  reducidas.  Para  procesar  y  analizar  datos

genómicos masivos en un tiempo razonable, se requiere el uso de herramientas de computación

avanzadas, tales como programas especialisados y superordenadores (clústers).

A su vez, el descenso del coste de secuenciación ha permitido la creación de exhaustivas bases

de datos poblacionales, tales como el proyecto HapMap o, más recientemente, el proyecto 1000

genomas, el cual incluye el genoma completo con baja cobertura de 2.504 individuos de varias

poblaciones a nivel mundial. Estos datos pueden ser directamente descargados o, en su lugar, la

información  demográfica  y  clínica  de  regiones  genómicas  específicas  puede  ser  obtenida

eficientemente usando buscadores como Ensembl. También existen bases de datos que incluyen

información  sobre  el  fenotipo  de  las  muestras,  como enfermedades  con  base  genética.  Un

ejemplo es el UK BioBank, que contiene datos genéticos y fenotípicos de 500.000 muestras del

Reino Unido.

Perspectiva evolutiva de la variación genética en humanos 

Los patrones de variación genética observados en humanos están generados por la interacción

de  procesos  de  deriva  genética,  migratorios  y  de  selección  natural  que  operan  de  manera

diferente  en  poblaciones  aisladas  entre  sí,  debido  a  barreras  geográficas  y/o  culturales.  El

número medio de diferencias nucleotídicas entre un genoma típico y la secuencia de referencia

es entre 4,1 y 5 millones. Las poblaciones de ascendencia genética subsahariana son las que

más variabilidad presentan, debido a que no han sufrido tantos cuellos de botella como las

poblaciones derivadas de la salida de África hace 50-60 mil años.
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Análisis demográficos

La mayor  parte  de  la  variación  genética  en  humanos  es  neutra,  es  decir,  consecuencia  de

procesos  estocásticos.  La  variación  neutra  tiene  numerosas  aplicaciones  en  el  estudio  de

eventos demográficos, tales como migraciones, cambios en el tamaño poblacional, y procesos

de  aislamiento  y  diferenciación  poblacional.  Los  métodos  empleados  se  basan  en  diversos

parámetros  que recogen información sobre las características  de las poblaciones estudiadas,

como  la  diversidad  genética,  las  distancias  genéticas  interpoblacionales,  la  estructuración

poblacional, los componentes ancestrales de mestizaje, la longitud de haplotipos resultantes de

eventos de mestizaje, y los patrones de coalescencia alélica.

Selección natural

Como corolario de lo anterior,  la  fracción de regiones genómicas cuya alteración causa un

impacto en la viabilidad del individuo y que, por tanto, es objeto de selección natural, es muy

reducida.  Un genotipo puede ser  seleccionado positivamente si  incrementa las  opciones  de

supervivencia y/o reproducción del individuo, y negativamente en caso contrario. Los humanos

anatómicamente  modernos  han  sufrido  procesos  selectivos en  lo  relativo a  la  adaptación a

distintos ambientes, patógenos, y dietas.

Estudios de asociación

Los  estudios  de  asociación  sirven  para  identificar  variantes  genéticas  relacionadas  con  el

desarrollo de una enfermedad. La mayor parte de las enfermedades genéticas más frecuentes

son complejas, es decir, son el resultado de la interacción de numerosas variantes genéticas con

variables ambientales. Un tipo de estudio de asociación muy empleado en la identificación de la

base genética de las enfermedades complejas es el estudio de asociación del genoma completo

(GWAS).  Concretamente,  los  GWAS  destinados  al  estudio  de  enfermedades  complejas  no

cuantitativas  consisten en la comparación mediante regresión logística de las  distribuciones

alélicas de miles a millones de SNPs entre individuos afectados por una enfermedad (casos) e

individuos sanos (controles). Aunque los GWAS han identificado una gran parte de la variación
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genética implicada en enfermedades complejas,  una fracción importante de la heredabilidad

sigue sin resolverse, debido en parte a falta de poder estadístico y a la escasez de variantes raras

en los chips de genotipación.

Poblaciones humanas en la región 

Mediterránea

Principales movimientos migratorios del Paleolítico a la Edad 

Media

Los  restos  de  Homo sapiens más  antiguos  en  el  norte  de  África  son  los  de  Jebel  Irhoud

(Marruecos), datados en ~315.000 años. Oleadas migratorias procedentes del sudoeste asiático

llegaron a la región hace 40-45.000 años. En el sur de Europa, los yacimientos humanos más

antiguos son los de Homo heidelbergensis, en la Sima de los Huesos, datados en 430.000 años.

Los primeros humanos modernos llegaron al Levante hace unos 48.000 años, y a Europa hace

unos 43-45.000 años, donde coexistieron con H. neanderthalensis. Durante el último máximo

glacial, iniciado hace ~27.000 años, las poblaciones humanas europeas quedaron relegadas a las

penínsulas Ibérica, Itálica y Balcánica, y al sur de Francia. 

La retirada de los hielos hace 12.000 años marcó el inicio del Neolítico en el Creciente Fértil y

su  expansión  hacia  el  Mediterráneo,  en  forma  de  oleadas  migratorias  que  absorbieron  o

desplazaron a los cazadores-recolectores  paleolíticos  en diversos  grados,  dependiendo de la

región. Otra importante oleada migratoria se produjo durante la Edad de Bronce, procedente de

las estepas al norte de los mares Negro y Caspio, la cual se propone que fue el origen de la

familia de lenguas indo-europeas. En esta época se desarrollaron las primeras civilizaciones del

Mediterráneo,  como la  egipcia,  las  cuales  colapsaron  hacia  el  final  de  la  era (~1200-1150

a.e.c.). 
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La cultura fenicia ocupó el vacío de poder al principio de la Edad del Hierro, desarrollando

ciudades-estado en todo el  Levante,  Anatolia,  el  norte  de África,  la Península Ibérica y las

principales islas mediterráneas. Desde el ~650 a.e.c., tribus celtas procedentes de centroeuropa

se extendieron hasta la Península Ibérica,  los Balcanes y Anatolia. El mundo clásico greco-

romano dominó la región Mediterránea desde los últimos siglos del I milenio a.e.c. hasta la

caída del Imperio Romano de Occidente en el siglo V e.c., marcada por las invasiones de tribus

germánicas y hunas. 

Durante la Edad Media, la expansión árabe alcanzó todo el Levante y norte de África, así como

la mayor parte de la Península Ibérica. Los reinos cristianos del norte de la Península Ibérica

fueron ganando terreno durante siglos, hasta la conquista en el siglo XV del último territorio de

dominio musulmán de esta región. En cuanto al Mediterráneo oriental, el Imperio Bizantino

mantuvo en un inicio la mayor parte de territorios del Imperio Romano Oriental. En los siglos

VI y VII, migraciones eslavas alcanzaron la Península Balcánica. En el siglo XI Anatolia fue

conquistada por el Imperio Selyúcida, de origen túrquico, y a su vez por el Imperio Mongol en

el  siglo XIII.  En el  siglo XIV el  reino Otomano logró  el  control  de Anatolia  y  desde allí

extendió un vasto imperio que incluía los Balcanes, parte del norte de África, y todo el Levante.

Estudios genéticos recientes

La incorporación de datos genéticos masivos ha supuesto un importante avance en el estudio de

la historia demográfica de las poblaciones humanas de la región Mediterránea. Por ejemplo,

estudios basados tanto en poblaciones actuales como en la utilización de ADN antiguo han

contribuido a solucionar el debate de la naturaleza de la expansión de la cultura neolítica en el

Mediterráneo a favor de la hipótesis de la sustitución (total o parcial) poblacional.

Otros estudios sugieren que el mar Mediterráneo ha sido desde tiempos antiguos una barrera a

los movimientos migratorios entre África y Europa. A pesar de esta limitación parcial al flujo

génico,  se  observan  niveles  significativos  de  componente  genético  norteafricano  –  y,  por

extensión, subsahariano – en el sur de Europa. El norte de África presenta una mayor diversidad

genética,  ligada  a  una  historia  compleja  que  incluye  varias  oleadas  migratorias  sucesivas

procedentes del Oriente Próximo, así como pulsos de flujo génico subsahariano.
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También se observan patrones de estructuración poblacional a escala más reducida en diversas

poblaciones mediterráneas, como es el caso del Levante, la Península Ibérica y Cerdeña. Los

grupos étnicos judío y romaní muestran, además, diferenciación del resto de poblaciones como

consecuencia de su aislamiento genético histórico y,  en el  caso de los  romaníes,  su origen

asiático. Por otra parte, la distribución de grupos étnicos bereber y árabe en el norte de África

no parece estar ligada a una estructuración genética.

Poblaciones incluidas en este estudio

Las poblaciones estudiadas en este trabajo abarcan toda la región Mediterránea, incluyendo

muestras de i)la Península Ibérica, ii)el sur de Francia, iii)la Península Itálica, iv)los Balcanes,

v)Turquía,  vi)israelíes  de  ascendencia  judía  turca  o  iraquí,  vii)Jordania,  viii)Marruecos,

ix)Túnez, x)Argelia, xi)Libia y xii)las islas de Tenerife, Menorca, Cerdeña, Sicilia y Creta. A

continuación  hay  un  resumen  de  la  historia  demográfica  de  dos  poblaciones  de  especial

relevancia en los estudios incluidos en este trabajo: los judíos sefarditas y la población del

Pirineo catalán.

Judíos sefarditas

Los sefarditas son los históricos practicantes de la religión judía en la Península Ibérica desde

época romana, así como los descendientes de los expulsados.  La persecución iniciada en el

siglo XIV y continuada por la Inquisición, tras el Edicto de Granada, hasta el siglo XVIII, causó

la conversión  forzosa  de  entre  200.000 y 300.000 sefarditas  y  el  exilio  de  entre  50.000 y

80.000.  La  cultura  sefardita  se  ha  conservado  en  algunos  territorios  de  exilio,  como  los

Balcanes,  Turquía  y  el  Levante,  aunque  el  genocidio  nazi  y  las  migraciones  a  Israel  han

acelerado el declive de esta cultura.
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Pirineo catalán

Hay presencia humana continuada en esta región desde el Paleolítico, con la llegada de grupos

neolíticos estimada en torno al VI milenio a.e.c. Además, se ha identificado la introducción de

dos oleadas migratorias  sucesivas  procedentes de centroeuropa en la  Edad del  Bronce.  Las

tribus  prerromanas  mencionadas  en  fuentes  históricas  fueron  poco  influenciadas  por  los

colonizadores fenicios y griegos, y su romanización fue tardía y poco intensa: se estima que el

total de colonizadores romanos y, posteriormente, visigodos, sólo representó entre un 2.2% y un

4.4% de la población del Pirineo catalán. Después de 80 años de dominio árabe, la región pasó

a formar parte de la Marca Hispánica del Imperio Carolingio hasta el siglo X, y fue finalmente

anexionada a la corona de Aragón en el siglo XII.

OBJETIVOS DEL ESTUDIO

- Análisis de diferencias en la distribución alélica de LIN28B, un gen asociado a cáncer, entre

poblaciones de las costas norte y sur del Mediterráneo.

- Análisis de un componente genético de origen subsahariano en regiones genómicas asociadas

a la enfermedad de las arterias coronarias.

-  Estimación  del  componente  genético  de  origen  sefardita  en  poblaciones  actuales  de  la

Península Ibérica y análisis del proceso de diáspora.

- Uso de datos de secuenciación de muestras del Pirineo catalán para el análisis de i)la historia

demográfica de la región, ii)patrones de estructura poblacional, y iii)el grado de aislamiento

genético de la población e implicaciones clínicas de éste.
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RESULTADOS Y CONCLUSIONES

- Una cantidad reducida de datos genéticos permite identificar el eje norte-sur como el principal

componente de diferenciación genética en el Mediterráneo, algo ya propuesto en otros estudios.

- El polimorfismo rs221639 se presenta como un buen candidato para marcador informativo de

ascendencia genética en el contexto de la región mediterránea.

- La presencia de niveles de heterocigosidad más altos, así como de una ascendencia genética

subsahariana mayor, en poblaciones norteafricanas comparado con lo observado en el sur de

Europa,  se  puede  atribuir  a  un  flujo  génico  subsahariano  más  intenso  debido  a  la  mayor

proximidad geográfica y/o al papel del mar Mediterráneo como barrera genética.

- Se detecta un componente genético subsahariano en cuatro regiones genómicas, asociadas a la

enfermedad  de  las  arterias  coronarias,  genotipadas  a  baja  densidad  en  poblaciones

mediterráneas. Además, el estadístico D sugiere una posible introgresión genética subsahariana

en la región genómica 10q11, la cual contiene el gen  CXCL12, codificante de un ligando de

quimiocinas,  y  en  la  cual  se  han  identificado  además  señales  potenciales  de  selección

estabilizadora.

-  Datos  a  nivel  genómico  obtenidos  con  un  chip  de  genotipado  permiten  detectar  un

componente genético de origen sefardita en las poblaciones de Portugal, Galicia y Andalucía.

Estos resultados revisan a la baja lo observado en un estudio previo basado en el análisis de

haplogrupos del cromosoma Y.
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- La datación de los componentes genéticos sefardita y bereber en poblaciones de la Península

Ibérica indica que el primero es más reciente, lo cual sugiere que el mestizaje entre judíos y

cristianos  tuvo  lugar  fundamentalmente  durante,  y  con  posterioridad  a,  la  persecución  y

conversión forzosa de los sefarditas.

- La datación de la introducción del componente genético sefardita en diferentes poblaciones

confirma una ruta de salida de los sefarditas a través del sudoeste de Europa.

- Análisis haplotípicos de datos de secuenciación con alta cobertura muestran la población del

Pirineo  catalán  como  un  grupo  diferenciado  en  el  contexto  ibérico,  y  estrechamente

emparentado con poblaciones vascas.

-  La población del  Pirineo catalán está  dividida genéticamente en dos grupos, occidental  y

oriental. Estimamos que esta estratificación tuvo lugar en torno al siglo V a.e.c.

- La clasificación de la población del Pirineo catalán como una población aislada genéticamente

se sustenta en la existencia de una barrera genética entre el Pirineo catalán y el resto de España,

en un descenso de su tamaño poblacional a una décima parte del original durante las últimas

100 generaciones, y en la presencia de segmentos haplotípicos homocigóticos más largos en la

población del Pirineo catalán que en la población general española.

-  La  reducción  en  el  número  de  heterocigotos  para  variantes  que  contienen  una  mutación

altamente deletérea en la población del  Pirineo catalán con respecto a la población general

española concuerda con varios estudios que muestran que, en poblaciones que han sufrido una

reducción poblacional prolongada, la selección purificadora ha eliminado una gran parte de las

mutaciones  deletéreas  raras.  Sin  embargo,  esto  ha  ido  acompañado  de  un  aumento  en  la

frecuencia  de ciertas  mutaciones,  lo  cual  produce unas incidencias  particularmente  altas  de
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enfermedades genéticas recesivas raras y un aumento de la carga total de mutaciones deletéreas.

En nuestro estudio, esto último no se ha observado, lo cual se podría atribuir a una ausencia

artificial  de  estos  marcadores  en  nuestros  datos  derivada  del  proceso  de  secuenciación  y/o

control de calidad.
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I) Description of 1000G population codes

Population Code Population Description

CHB Han Chinese in Beijing, China

JPT Japanese in Tokyo, Japan

CHS Southern Han Chinese

CDX Chinese Dai in Xishuangbanna, China

KHV Kinh in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

CEU Utah Residents (CEPH) with Northern and Western European Ancestry

TSI Toscani in Italia

FIN Finnish in Finland

GBR British in England and Scotland

IBS Iberian Population in Spain

YRI Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria

LWK Luhya in Webuye, Kenya

GWD Gambian in Western Divisions in the Gambia

MSL Mende in Sierra Leone

ESN Esan in Nigeria

ASW Americans of African Ancestry in SW USA

ACB African Caribbeans in Barbados

MXL Mexican Ancestry from Los Angeles USA
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PUR Puerto Ricans from Puerto Rico

CLM Colombians from Medellin, Colombia

PEL Peruvians from Lima, Peru

GIH Gujarati Indian from Houston, Texas

PJL Punjabi from Lahore, Pakistan

BEB Bengali from Bangladesh

STU Sri Lankan Tamil from the UK

ITU Indian Telugu from the UK
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II) Links to the Supplementary Information for the

Álvarez-Álvarez et al. 2016 article

Supplementary Information 1.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?

doi=10.1002%2Fajhb.22887&file=ajhb22887-sup-0001-suppinfo1.doc

Supplementary Information 2.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?

doi=10.1002%2Fajhb.22887&file=ajhb22887-sup-0002-suppinfo2.doc
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III) Links to the Supplementary Information for the

Álvarez-Álvarez et al. 2017 article

Supplementary Information 1.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5386420/bin/ejhg2016200x1.png

Supplementary Information 2.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5386420/bin/ejhg2016200x2.png

Supplementary Information 3.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5386420/bin/ejhg2016200x3.png

Supplementary Information 4.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5386420/bin/ejhg2016200x4.png

Supplementary Information 5.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5386420/bin/ejhg2016200x5.png

Supplementary Information 6.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5386420/bin/ejhg2016200x6.png
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Supplementary Information 7.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5386420/bin/ejhg2016200x7.png

Supplementary Information 8.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5386420/bin/ejhg2016200x8.docx
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IV) Links to the Supplementary Information for the

article 'Genetic analysis of Sephardic ancestry in

the Iberian Peninsula'

Supplementary Information 1.

PCA based on 156,733 SNPs for the South European and Jewish populations (i.e. without the

North Africans).

https://www.biorxiv.org/highwire/filestream/99464/field_highwire_adjunct_files/0/325779-

1.pdf

Supplementary Information 2.

PCA based on 156,733 SNPs for the Iberian Peninsula, South France and North Italy.

https://www.biorxiv.org/highwire/filestream/99464/field_highwire_adjunct_files/1/325779-

2.pdf

Supplementary Information 3.

fineSTRUCTURE  grouping  of  500  Mediterranean  or  near-Mediterranean  samples  roughly

corresponding to well-defined geographic locations.

https://www.biorxiv.org/highwire/filestream/99464/field_highwire_adjunct_files/2/325779-

3.jpg

Supplementary Information 4.
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fineSTRUCTURE grouping of 198 Iberian (without the Basques) and South French samples

roughly corresponding to well-defined geographic locations. Only Galicia and Portugal did not

form clear clusters according to their labels.

https://www.biorxiv.org/highwire/filestream/99464/field_highwire_adjunct_files/3/325779-

4.jpg

Supplementary Information 5.

Distribution  of  Sephardic,  Berber  and  Iberian  migrant  tracts  (1  cM bins)  in  Andalusians,

Galician-Portuguese and North Italians assuming time of admixture g = 10 generations ago.

https://www.biorxiv.org/highwire/filestream/99464/field_highwire_adjunct_files/4/325779-

5.pdf

Supplementary Information 6.

Distribution  of  Sephardic,  Berber  and  Iberian  migrant  tracts  (1  cM bins)  in  Andalusians,

Galician-Portuguese and North Italians assuming time of admixture g = 25 generations ago.

https://www.biorxiv.org/highwire/filestream/99464/field_highwire_adjunct_files/5/325779-

6.pdf

Supplementary Information 7.

Distribution  of  Sephardic,  Berber  and  Iberian  migrant  tracts  (1  cM bins)  in  Andalusians,

Galician-Portuguese and North Italians assuming time of admixture g = 40 generations ago.

https://www.biorxiv.org/highwire/filestream/99464/field_highwire_adjunct_files/6/325779-

7.pdf
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Supplementary Information 8.

Jitter and box plot of (i) median Sephardic tract length and (ii) variance of Sephardic tract

length for Andalusians, Galician-Portuguese and North Italians, assuming time of admixture g

= {10, 40} generations ago.

https://www.biorxiv.org/highwire/filestream/99464/field_highwire_adjunct_files/7/325779-

8.pdf
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V) Supplementary Information for the article 'High-

coverage  sequence  data  from  the  Spanish

Eastern Pyrenees suggest patterns of population

structure and isolation'

Supplementary  material  1.  GLOBETROTTER ancestral  components  plot  obtained  with  the

SEP-SGDP dataset. X-axis indicates the recipient populations (the five SEP comarques), while

the y-axis shows the West Eurasian populations from the SGDP database.
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Supplementary material 2. fineSTRUCTURE tree of SEP-IBS, showing lack of structure in IBS

samples and SEP samples assigned to a private cluster. SEP sample codes start with "AE*",

followed by a number and a secondary code indicating the comarca of origin;  namely, "G*",

"R*", "H*", "S*", and "P*", stand for Garrotxa, Ripolles, Bergueda, Alt Urgell, and Pallars,

respectively.

Supplementary material 3. fineSTRUCTURE tree of the original IBS data, confirming lack of

structure in IBS samples.
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Supplementary material  4.  fineSTRUCTURE tree of  SEP,  using ~247K SNPs common to a

recent study  that  includes  array  data  of  Pyrenean  samples18.  As  expected,  the  population

structure pattern observed when using the full amount of variation disappears. SEP sample

codes start with a letter indicating the comarca of origin, namely "G*", "R*", "H*", "S*", and

"P*", stand for Garrotxa, Ripolles, Bergueda, Alt Urgell, and Pallars, respectively.

 Supplementary material 5. fineSTRUCTURE tree of SEP-IBS using ~285K SNPs common to a

recent study18.  The private cluster containing the SEP samples persists to some extent. SEP

sample codes start with a letter indicating the comarca of origin, namely "G*", "R*", "H*",

"S*", and "P*", stand for Garrotxa, Ripolles, Bergueda, Alt Urgell, and Pallars, respectively.
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